EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report examines management practices and student academic performance at California Virtual Academies (CAVA),¹ the largest provider of virtual public education in California.² Our research shows that students at CAVA are at risk of low quality educational outcomes, and some are falling through the cracks entirely, in a poorly resourced and troubled educational environment.

One of CAVA’s functions is to act as a revenue producer for its manager and primary vendor K12 California LLC (K12 California), a subsidiary of K12 Inc.³ K12 Inc. is a publicly traded company. This can put the leaders of the company in a position where they must choose between maximizing profit to fulfill their responsibility to shareholders and fully investing in the education of public school children, including those in California. As a private company, K12 Inc. offers us limited information concerning internal operations; however, our research indicates that some of the problems identified at CAVA result from inadequate resources in the virtual classroom, which suggests that funds are not being directed where they are needed.

Several findings suggest that the virtual education model advanced by K12 Inc. in California does not adequately serve many of its students. In every year since it began graduating students, except 2013, CAVA has had more dropouts than graduates.⁴ Its academic growth was negative for most of its history and it did not keep up with other demographically similar schools after 2005.⁵ Its Academic Performance Index scores consistently ranked poorly against other demographically similar schools and the state as a whole.⁶ Evidence of low
quality educational materials, understaffing of clerical employees and low teacher salaries all indicates that an additional investment of resources in the classroom is necessary for improvement.

A high quality virtual charter school has the potential to be a valuable alternative for certain targeted students for whom a traditional classroom model is not feasible. However, CAVA’s record suggests that its approach is neither targeted nor high quality.

Others have expressed concern about the management practices of K12 Inc. managed charter schools throughout the country, including state officials, shareholders, a stock analyst and a major investor. In addition, we have found evidence of poor academic outcomes in other states that are very similar to our findings in California. A close analysis of the business relationship between CAVA and K12 California, a relationship that offers the K12 Inc. subsidiary a large degree of control over the operations of each CAVA location, further strengthens our concern that the problems at CAVA are endemic to K12 Inc.’s business model.

The amount of control that K12 Inc. and K12 California exert over CAVA also contradicts the new push towards local control that is occurring with California’s implementation of the Local Control Funding Formula. Contracts between the various CAVA locations and K12 California make it clear that the boards at each CAVA location and the boards of these CAVA location’s authorizing school districts have little leeway in budget, program and contracting decisions independent from K12 California. This undermines the system that the state of California has established for oversight and accountability.

OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONAL CONCERNS

CAVA has operated a virtual charter school system in California with multiple locations since 2002 and currently enrolls 14,500 students from all major counties in grades K-12. As of January 2015, the CAVA network included 11 locations and employed 766 teachers who work from home and interact with students online.

Each CAVA location currently receives full, per-pupil public education funding. Students attend school from home computers. The majority of the teachers we interviewed reported that their students are eligible to be counted as having attended with as little as one minute of log in time each day.

In 2012-13, CAVA produced at least $47 million in revenue for K12 Inc., which is based in Virginia. The money paid to K12 Inc. represents more than 49% of the $95 million in public funding the CAVA locations received that year. K12 Inc. was paid this money for management, technology, curriculum and equipment rental services. CAVA used the other 51% to pay for all program expenses, including teacher’s salaries, district oversight fees, services for special education students, administrative office expenses, insurance and accounting services.

The operational practices at the school that cause us concern, especially in a business model that involves both public funds and the education of children, include:

• Self-Dealing – K12 California is both the manager of each CAVA board’s school funds and the primary vendor at CAVA. K12 California’s agreements with CAVA allow it to pay itself for services out of CAVA bank accounts it is authorized to manage.
• Lack of Competitive Bidding – CAVA is contractually prohibited from seeking another vendor for services K12 California is willing and able to provide.34

• Service Arrangements That Do Not Incentivize Quality – For its administrative and technology services, K12 California collects a percentage of revenue rather than a fee for service per pupil.35 If California ever increases per-pupil funding, K12 California collects more money regardless of any improvements to its product.

• Conflicts of Interest – As employees of K12 California, top CAVA school administrators must answer to shareholders’ needs as well as students’ needs; public school districts charged with oversight of CAVA receive a portion of their operating budget from CAVA payments;36 and CAVA boards risk the closing of the school unless they cooperate with K12 Inc.’s budget proposals.37

• Debt Relationship – K12 Inc. charges more than the CAVA locations can reasonably pay. As a result, K12 Inc. issues “budget credits” every year, without which each CAVA location would be insolvent.38 This unusual financial arrangement has a number of negative implications when considering how much autonomy the various CAVA locations have from K12 California and K12 Inc., as evidenced by language in contracts and year-end Financial Reports.39

• Lack of Transparency – The actual amount K12 California spends on providing services for California students, like the amount of profit K12 Inc. makes from the state,30 is private information. The public, parents, students, teachers and policymakers have no way of accurately calculating the level of resources being spent on CAVA’s virtual classrooms.

DETAILED FINDINGS

1. CAVA HAS STRUGGLED WITH PERFORMANCE.

• CAVA’s graduation rate has consistently been a fraction of the rate in California overall. In the last four years, CAVA’s overall graduation rate was 36%, compared to 78% for California as a whole during the same time period.31 2012-13 was the first year CAVA was able to graduate more than 50% of its students, with a rate of 58%.32 Even this improved rate fell far short of the California rate of 80% that year.33

In the last four years, CAVA’s overall graduation rate was 36%, compared to 78% for California as a whole.

• CAVA’s Academic Performance declined every year but one since 2005. Since 2005, CAVA’s Academic Performance Index (API) growth score34 was negative in all years but 2009.35 Using this same measurement, CAVA students as a whole fell behind their peers at demographically similar schools for every year since 2005, including 2009.36

• CAVA ranks poorly when ranked against other demographically similar schools in the state. For all years of operation, CAVA’s enrollment-weighted, system-wide average similar school rank was a 4.9 out of 10. In 2012-13, CAVA’s similar school rank was a 4.3, while its statewide rank was a 2.9.37 This means that in that year, 57% of schools with similar student populations performed better than CAVA and 71% of all schools in the state performed better than CAVA.
• **CAVA has not shown consistent improvement over time.** An analysis of academic performance data over time shows that performance measures have not improved steadily over time, as would be true with a developing, improving charter school. CAVA’s academic performance declined in all but one year since 2005-06 and its similar school ranking vacillated from year to year.

2. **MANAGEMENT DECISIONS HAVE EXPOSED STUDENTS TO A TROUBLED TEACHING ENVIRONMENT**

• **CAVA teachers we interviewed** reported substandard materials. Most of the teachers we interviewed reported that the quality of the computers, the education software and other materials used by teachers and parents is poor and that this impedes their ability to teach.

• **Inadequate guidelines allow only one minute of login time to constitute attendance and allow a parent to verbally verify attendance, regardless of evidence.** Most of the teachers we spoke with report inadequate guidelines for confirming attendance at their CAVA locations. Most report having been instructed that only

• **Some students at CAVA are not a good fit for online education.** K12 Inc. engages in aggressive advertising, especially on children’s TV networks, as USA Today documented in 2012. In addition, there is evidence that K12 Inc. engages in aggressive recruitment tactics. This aggressive advertising and recruitment is paired with what a majority of the teachers we interviewed report is a difficult process for dismissing students at their CAVA locations. Several of the teachers we interviewed reported that a significant portion of their students are not a good fit for online education.
one minute of login time is sufficient to constitute attendance and that a parent can verbally confirm attendance, even with no evidence that the student participated that day.43 This means that some students who are not sufficiently participating and are not withdrawn from the program can still count towards Average Daily Attendance-based state funding.44

- **CAVA has a fraction of the clerical staff they need and many teachers report being expected to pick up the slack to a degree that impedes effective teaching.** CAVA locations report eight total clerical employees for the CAVA system, while districts with a similar enrollment to CAVA as a whole report an average of 94 clerical employees.45 The ratio of students to clerical staff is 13 times higher at CAVA than comparably sized districts.46 At the same time, most of the teachers we interviewed reported that clerical assignments make up the vast majority of the work they do and prevent them from spending sufficient time on teaching.47 Additionally, 104 CAVA teachers sent a letter detailing concerns over excessive non-instructional duties to CAVA administrators in November of 2014.48

- **CAVA pays a fraction of what corresponding districts pay and all of the teachers we spoke with report high teacher turnover.** All of the teachers we spoke with report a high teacher turnover rate.49 This is concerning, as teacher turnover has been shown to harm students.50 In 2011-12, the most recent data available, CAVA paid teachers an enrollment-weighted, system-wide average of $36,000 a year, while teachers at CAVA’s authorizing districts made an average of $60,000 a year.51

- **CAVA had high student turnover in 2012-13.** Using the California Department of Education’s definition of “continuous enrollment,”52 we found CAVA to have a 2012-13 student turnover rate of 24%, compared to 7% in California. For an alternate measurement of student turnover we compared the number of students defined as continuously enrolled to the “cumulative enrollment”53 for the entire year. Using this methodology, we found an alternate student turnover rate of 51%, compared to 11% for California.54 This alternate rate shows us that more than half of CAVA’s students that year either left or had recently enrolled.

- **Teachers report inadequate services for special education students at their locations.** The special education teachers we spoke with report that CAVA has failed to provide needed services to some of their students.55 For example, one teacher reports that she has students with severe mental disabilities who need basic life skills training, like personal hygiene, and are not receiving it.56 In addition, these teachers report caseloads that exceed 35 students. This is significantly higher than the 28 students that California mandates for special education teachers in traditional public schools.57 Given the vulnerability of this sub group, we feel an immediate investigation is warranted.

4. **CONSIDERABLE AMOUNTS OF K12 INC.’S REVENUES GO TO ADVERTISING, EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION AND PROFIT.**

- **In 2012, K12 Inc. spent about 5% of revenue on advertising.** An analysis of advertising expenses in 2012 suggests that about 5% of K12 Inc. revenue was spent on advertising that year.58

- **In 2012-13, K12 Inc. spent 2.5% of revenue on executive salaries.** An analysis of executive salaries shows that in 2012-13, 2.5% of K12 Inc. revenue was spent on the salaries of the top nine executives.59
• In 2013, K12 Inc. reported that 5.4% of revenue became profit. A review of the company’s 2013 Annual Report shows that 5.4% of revenue became profit or “operating income” in 2012-13.

• K12 Inc. received more than $47 million in revenue from CAVA in 2012-13. CAVA received more than $95 million in public education funds and is paying an amount equal to 49% of that to K12 Inc. California taxpayers should have a right to know how much of the public money paid to K12 Inc. is spent on the services delivered.

5. EXISTING OVERSIGHT MECHANISMS IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA HAVE NOT SUFFICIENTLY MONITORED CAVA OPERATIONS.

• Some CAVA locations have chosen exceptionally small districts as authorizers that may lack the capacity to fulfill their Education Code-mandated oversight duties. CAVA San Diego, the charter school’s largest location, provides a stark example of this phenomenon. CAVA San Diego’s enrollment of more than 3,000 is about 100 times the size of its authorizer, Spencer Valley Elementary. This is a school district with a core population of 30 students. CAVA’s total 2013-14 enrollment of 14,500 is equal to 80% of the core district enrollment at its authorizing districts added together.

• There is evidence that CAVA has failed to comply with California’s forward thinking funding requirements for non-classroom based schools. The amount paid to personnel cited in CAVA’s year-end Financial Reports represents a lower percentage of public revenue than was required to be paid to certificated staff by the California Department of Education when it funded each CAVA location. Furthermore, the amount paid to K12 Inc. is not correctly reported in several applications for funding. The process by which the California Department of Education verifies compliance with these and other funding requirements is insufficient.

CONCLUSION

Our research shows that public education resources that flow to California Virtual Academies are not being spent in a way that sufficiently benefits their students or teachers. CAVA’s poor educational performance, its questionable financial arrangement with K12 California and K12 Inc. and the schools’ troubled teaching environment all support this.

The situation at CAVA requires the attention of California education authorities to ensure that students are being served appropriately. Many areas of the Education Code, as well as other applicable regulations, allow a more thorough review of CAVA’s operations by state authorities, which we strongly recommend. In addition, the situation at this virtual charter school system suggests that policies guiding the oversight of the industry should be revisited and strengthened.

This bold new experiment in education, the virtual, self-paced model, has the potential, around the world, to be a valuable resource to certain student populations. However, if left unchecked, the model being advanced by CAVA will continue to negatively impact the educational outcomes of a large number of California children. This is not what virtual education in California should look like.
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a widespread emergence of charter school models that fall outside traditional governmental regulations in regard to management, bidding and contracting. One area of particular concern is the rise of the virtual public school, where students in kindergarten through 12th grade attend classes entirely online. It is a radical departure from the traditional classroom model, yet very little research has been done on its benefits, drawbacks and outcomes. Furthermore, the leaders in virtual public education, are for-profit companies whose revenues are largely made up of public education dollars. Too little analysis has yet been done on the nature of these public-private arrangements and their effects on the education of their students.

To understand the implications of for-profit virtual education, we chose one large company to serve as a case study subject and analyzed its operations and outcomes in detail. We chose K12 Inc., the largest operator of virtual public schools in the country, then narrowed our focus to California Virtual Academies (CAVA), a network of 11 virtual charter schools launched in 2002 and managed by a K12 Inc. subsidiary. We chose California in part because the state has introduced some of the nation’s most forward thinking regulations around virtual education, and in part because K12 Inc. is the largest provider of virtual education in California.

Our findings suggest that the virtual education model advanced by CAVA does not adequately serve many of its students. In every year since it began graduating students, except 2013, CAVA has had more dropouts than graduates. Its academic growth has been negative for most of its history and it has not kept up with other similar schools since 2005. Its Academic Performance Index scores have consistently ranked poorly against other similar schools and the state as a whole. A virtual program may be a valuable alternative to certain students for whom a traditional classroom model is not feasible, but CAVA’s record suggests that its approach is not up to that task.

Our findings also show that CAVA’s management practices have resulted in an under-resourced, troubled teaching environment. The CAVA teachers we interviewed reported regular problems with the technology and materials supplied by K12 California. In addition, most of the teachers we spoke with describe inadequate attendance requirements and difficult procedures for moving a student out of CAVA when they are not a good fit for online education, which leads some to fall through the cracks. There is also evidence that CAVA has not employed sufficient clerical staff, relying instead on teachers to perform an excessive array of non-instructional tasks, which interferes with teaching. The teachers we spoke with report high teacher turnover rates and an analysis of California Department of Education Data shows CAVA to have high student turnover. All of this portrays an environment unfavorable to both students and teachers.

Furthermore, our research on CAVA reveals a system in which a large percent of public education funds received by CAVA are funneled out of the state and into the hands of a private, for-profit, publicly traded company with limited transparency. In CAVA’s contractual arrangement with K12 California, we have found evidence of self-dealing as well as language that discourages competitive bidding. Indeed, our research indicates that some of the problems
identified at CAVA result from inadequate resources in the virtual classroom, which suggests that funds are not being directed where they are needed.

In this report, we begin by looking at CAVA’s educational performance. Then, to understand why these results are so poor, we examine the practices and conditions that shape the educational environment. To put CAVA’s managerial decisions in context, we analyze the contractual relationship between CAVA and K12 California and look at how K12 Inc. spends the revenue it collects from various state-level operations. We also consider the poor track record of schools managed by K12 Inc. subsidiaries in other states to understand if the problems in California are an isolated case. Finally, we examine those oversight mechanisms already in place in California and how they might be revised to improve outcomes at CAVA. We offer a number of policy recommendations because we believe that additional measures are required to ensure that students in virtual schools receive a quality education.

CAVA opened in California in 2002 with three locations and 653 students. CAVA’s enrollment grew exponentially and by 2009-10 it had more than 10,000 students. In 2008-09 CAVA began graduating its first students. In 2013-14, two CAVA high school locations, CAVA Los Angeles High and CAVA Santa Ysabel, were turned into Insight schools, a K12 Inc. managed virtual charter available to middle and high school students only.

CAVA’S ENROLLMENT GROWTH

Total enrollment at CAVA has grown consistently over the last five years. Some individual locations show increases from 2009 to 2011, then a drop in 2012-13. This drop is more than made up for by new locations, however, so the overall enrollment trend is upward.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAMESTOWN</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KING</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
<td>4,222</td>
<td>4,375</td>
<td>4,897</td>
<td>3,874</td>
<td>3,913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN DIEGO</td>
<td>2,235</td>
<td>2,435</td>
<td>2,794</td>
<td>3,079</td>
<td>3,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN JOAQUIN</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>1,512</td>
<td>1,596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN MATEO</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>1,020</td>
<td>1,246</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONOMA</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>1,026</td>
<td>1,159</td>
<td>863</td>
<td>901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUTTER</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARICOPA (OPENED AUGUST 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,433</td>
<td>1,393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARICOPA HIGH (OPEND JULY 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>616</td>
<td>637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRESNO (OPENED JULY 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>637</td>
<td>627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KERN (CLOSED JUNE 2012)</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>599</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL ENROLLMENT</strong></td>
<td><strong>10,766</strong></td>
<td><strong>11,413</strong></td>
<td><strong>13,107</strong></td>
<td><strong>14,294</strong></td>
<td><strong>14,497</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DATAQUEST
CAVA'S STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS DO NOT MATCH CALIFORNIA'S

CAVA enrolls almost no English Learners (EL), while the state has a significant EL population. CAVA also has a lower percentage of students defined as socioeconomically disadvantaged (those qualifying for free or reduced price meals) than California as a whole. In recognition of the extra time and attention these subgroups need to maximize performance, they have been designated by the California Department of Education as requiring of more resources.

We analyzed the demographic composition of CAVA’s system-wide population over the last five years. CAVA is notably white. In 2013-14, only 25% of California students are white, but 51% of CAVA students are white. CAVA’s percentage of African American students is also two times that of the state. Simply put, CAVA has roughly twice the state’s percentage of white and African American students and half its percentage of Asian and Latino students. It is unclear why the numbers are so divergent.

CAVA'S RACIAL DEMOGRAPHICS DO NOT MATCH CALIFORNIA'S

We analyzed the demographic composition of CAVA’s system-wide population over the last five years. CAVA is notably white. In 2013-14, only 25% of California students are white, but 51% of CAVA students are white. CAVA’s percentage of African American students is also two times that of the state. Simply put, CAVA has roughly twice the state’s percentage of white and African American students and half its percentage of Asian and Latino students. It is unclear why the numbers are so divergent.

### CAVA'S STUDENT POPULATION COMPARED TO CALIFORNIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAVA STUDENTS WHO ARE ENGLISH LEARNERS</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.46%</td>
<td>1.45%</td>
<td>0.85%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA STUDENTS WHO ARE ENGLISH LEARNERS</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>21.62%</td>
<td>22.31%</td>
<td>17.00%</td>
<td>23.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA STUDENTS WHO ARE SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED</td>
<td>54.42%</td>
<td>47.08%</td>
<td>47.08%</td>
<td>25.87%</td>
<td>17.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA STUDENTS WHO ARE SOCIOECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED</td>
<td>60.90%</td>
<td>59.45%</td>
<td>59.45%</td>
<td>54.59%</td>
<td>50.85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DATAQUEST
CAVA’S RACIAL DEMOGRAPHICS COMPARED TO CALIFORNIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAVA STUDENTS WHO ARE WHITE</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA STUDENTS WHO ARE WHITE</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA STUDENTS WHO ARE LATINO</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA STUDENTS WHO ARE LATINO</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA STUDENTS WHO ARE ASIAN</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA STUDENTS WHO ARE ASIAN</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA STUDENTS WHO ARE AFRICAN-AMERICAN</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALIFORNIA STUDENTS WHO ARE AFRICAN-AMERICAN</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DATAQUEST

CAVA STUDENT PERFORMANCE FALLS BELOW STATE LEVELS IN SEVERAL KEY INDICATORS

During its 12 years of operation in California, CAVA has struggled with performance in key measurements used by the California Department of Education and falls below the state’s performance in these areas, despite having a smaller population of traditionally low performing subgroups, specifically English Learners and socioeconomically disadvantaged students, than the state.

Other organizations have recognized the problems with CAVA’s performance as well. The California Charter Schools Association called for the closure of CAVA Kern in December 2011 because the school did not meet the Association’s modest “Minimum Criteria for Renewal” standards. In April 2014, the National Collegiate Athletic Association announced that it would not accept coursework from two dozen K12 Inc. managed schools, including all CAVA locations. The University of California system does not accept any of CAVA’s laboratory science classes.

CAVA’s performance is in line with the rest of K12 Inc.’s managed schools. A report released in July 2012 by the National Education Policy Center found that students at K12 Inc. managed schools are falling further behind in reading and
When CAVA’s graduation rate was the highest it has ever been at 58%, the State of California had a graduation rate of 80%. From 2010 to 2013, California’s average graduation rate was 78%—more than double CAVA’s—with only 14% of students dropping out.

In every year except 2013, CAVA had more dropouts than graduates. From 2010-11 through 2012-13, CAVA’s overall graduation rate was 36%.

We analyzed data in two categories to measure performance at CAVA: graduation rates and Academic Performance Index (API) scores. CAVA has struggled with performance in both of these areas. Furthermore, it has shown no consistent improvement of the sort that would indicate a solid, developing program.

CAVA’s graduation rates are consistently lower than state averages. In 2013, when CAVA’s graduation rate was the highest it has ever been at 58%, the State of California had a graduation rate of 80%. From 2010 to 2013, California’s average graduation rate was 78%—more than double CAVA’s—with only 14% of students dropping out.
API scores were used to measure academic performance in two ways. One involved comparing an individual school’s score from one year to the next to measure academic growth at that school. The other involved ranking the school against both the state and a group of demographically similar schools each year. After 2005, CAVA experienced negative academic growth in every year but 2009. CAVA’s state and similar school rankings have also been low. We detail both of these approaches as they apply to CAVA below.

### CAVA’S API SCORES RANK POORLY COMPARED TO OTHER SIMILAR SCHOOLS

Prior to 2014, when the API scoring system was repealed, the California Department of Education gave schools a “similar school ranking.” This ranking was in addition to the statewide ranking and compared a school’s API scores to that of other schools with comparable demographics. The similar school ranking narrowed the field of comparison and thus gave a more accurate view of a school’s performance under its own particular demographic conditions than the statewide comparison. The demographics used by the state to make this comparison included student ethnicity, socioeconomic status, percentage of English Learner students and average class size per grade level, among other factors.

In 2012-13, the most recent year available, CAVA’s enrollment-weighted, sys-

---

**CAVA AVERAGE STATEWIDE AND SIMILAR SCHOOL RANK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL YEAR</th>
<th>CAVA API STATEWIDE RANK (1-10)</th>
<th>CAVA API SIMILAR SCHOOL RANK (1-10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012-2013</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-2011</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-2010</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-2009</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-2008</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-2007</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-2006</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-2005</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-2004</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-2013 AVERAGE</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DATAQUEST
CAVA’s API growth has been negative almost every year since 2005

To determine the academic growth of a school, the state measured the difference between API scores from one year to the next. It then assigned a positive or negative number to reflect the school’s API growth.

If API growth was at zero, the school was as academically successful in one year as it was the year prior, meaning that on average, that year’s classes performed as well on tests as the prior year’s classes. If the number was positive, the school improved academically; if negative, its performance declined. Due to a yearly shift in methodology for determining scores, the California Department of Education has made it clear that while a school’s API growth can be charted over time, a school’s actual scores cannot.

Measuring API growth over time at CAVA has been complicated by the fact that the California Department of Education did not measure API growth for any CAVA location in 2011 due to “significant demographic changes.” Charter schools and districts were allowed to.
request this exemption and if the Department of Education determined that sufficient demographic changes had taken place at the school, it did not measure API growth for that year. The Department of Education did not measure API growth at any CAVA location in 2013 either, with the exception of CAVA Kings, which received a -29. At six of these locations, API growth was not measured due to significant demographic changes; at four others, API growth could not be measured because these locations did not have a valid API for the prior year. These four schools were considered new by the Department of Education. Of these four, however, three were recognized by the Department of Education as new after having changed merely their name or authorizer.

Below is a chart representing CAVA’s enrollment-weighted, system-wide API growth over time as compared to the growth at demographically similar schools. After two good years in 2003-04 and 2004-05, CAVA students as a whole fell behind their peers at similar schools in every subsequent year. Due to the problems with 2011 and 2013 data described above we chose to exclude 2013 and omit 2011 information for CAVA.

To provide a more complete picture of CAVA’s API growth, we’ve also provided school-by-school charts with the same information. For certain years in these charts, either CAVA or the similar school API growth is left blank. This is because the data was not available on the California Department of Education DataQuest database. We detail these issues thoroughly in endnotes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL YEAR</th>
<th>CAVA’S SYSTEM-WIDE AVERAGE API GROWTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>No data other than Kings at -29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>-7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>No data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>-11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>-16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DATAQUEST

After two good years, CAVA students as a whole fell behind their peers at similar schools in every subsequent year.
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EVIDENCE OF A TROUBLED TEACHING ENVIRONMENT AND AN UNDERINVESTMENT OF RESOURCES IN THE VIRTUAL CLASSROOM

We interviewed CAVA teachers in depth to get an understanding of how virtual education works at CAVA, how K12 Inc. systems work, how the school is managed when it comes to attendance, participation and involuntary withdrawal procedures and most importantly whether they feel these systems are working towards the best result possible for their students. What we found was that most of the teachers we interviewed were concerned about some key areas of CAVA’s operations crucial to student learning.

Areas of concern, such as frequently dysfunctional technology, poor educational materials and excessive clerical responsibilities get in the way of an ideal teaching environment. Additional evidence of a troubled teaching environment was discovered in high student turnover rates at CAVA when compared to the state and high teacher turnover rates. Our research leads us to believe that this high turnover further impacts students’ education negatively.

TEACHERS WE INTERVIEWED REPORT SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGY AND CURRICULUM PROBLEMS AT THEIR LOCATIONS THAT LIMIT STUDENTS’ LEARNING POTENTIAL

The quality of the technology and educational materials provided by K12 California and K12 Inc. is a crucial component of students’ ability to learn under this educational model. Students begin by logging on to K12 Inc.’s Online School, or the OLS, as teachers and students call it. Once they enter the OLS, they click on links that take them to various courses, to live sessions or to a page where they log attendance. Students are expected to log in to each of their courses daily and then complete the online reading and any assignments required. Live sessions, in which teachers and students interact directly, are available through a different link than their courses and are optional. Recordings of live sessions can be viewed later if a student wishes to see them.

All of this learning requires that supporting technology functions properly. If a student or teacher has a problem accessing the OLS, school is closed until the problem is resolved. A majority of the teachers we interviewed cited regular problems accessing the online school. One teacher explained how important functioning technology is:

“Students need the Online School offered by K12 Inc. to function properly in order to attend class. When it isn’t working, it’s like the school bus broke down.”

– Cara Bryant, CAVA Sonoma, 9 years
In addition to difficulties accessing the OLS, the same teachers described regular problems with the rest of the technology as well. They spoke of frequent instances in which they or their students could not get online or, once in the Online School, could not access their courses or their live sessions. The teachers who cited regular problems with technology felt that these technological interruptions impede students’ learning potential. Several teachers shared their frustrations:

"It used to take three to four minutes to enter a live session, now it takes anywhere from nine to 22 minutes. In addition, students and teachers are constantly having connectivity issues—being kicked out of class at the most inconvenient times for no apparent reason."

– Kelly Walters, CAVA San Diego, 4 years

"You will not go a week without having numerous kids contact you to say that the reason they aren’t working is because their computer isn’t working or they can’t get into the live sessions or other problems. Me too, I have problems with the technology every week."

– Terrasa Maguire, CAVA San Joaquin, 2 years

When asked how many hours they generally lose to the technological issues described above, individual teachers responded with statements like: “a ton,” “all the time” and “it is getting worse.” One teacher said she lost 15 hours in an average week; two other teachers reported losing a day and a half straight recently.

It is instructive to note that although access to the Internet is essential for these students to attend school, the agreements between CAVA locations and K12 California explicitly exempt K12 California from ensuring this access:

"K12 makes no guarantees and shall not be liable for non-accessibility of the K12 website, end-user connection speed or connectivity problems regardless of the reason."

The Home Environment

As noted on the K12 Inc. website, a “core element” of the online learning model is the learning coach, typically a parent. This is an individual “who facilitates progress through daily lessons in the K-8 environment and who plays a supportive role to help the student stay on task in high school.” K12 Inc. notes on their website that the learning coach should expect to spend three to five hours per day with students in kindergarten through 6th grade and two hours per day with students in 6th through 8th grades. If the learning coach is hindered in his or her ability, it negatively impacts the student’s chances of maximizing the potential of this educational model.

Teachers noted, however, that some of their families are not tech savvy enough to utilize the computers and the software necessary for attending online class. Two teachers reported that inadequate instructions are provided to the families at her CAVA location on how to use the computer and the systems. A number of the teachers interviewed also expressed concern that CAVA has reduced the number of textbooks it is willing to provide at the teachers’ locations and that several classes are being changed to “online only,” with no textbook.

These teachers all agreed that despite the online nature of the school,
textbooks are still a vital tool for both the student and their learning coach.

Teachers’ and parents’ personal experiences illustrate these problems:

“What they are sending parents is insufficient, they don’t have what they need to be effective learning coaches at home. This is an important part of the online education model, having an effective learning coach at home.”

– Sarah Vigrass, CAVA Los Angeles, 8 years

“A parent reached out to me because she could not afford a novel for her high school English class that was not provided. One was donated to her by another parent after some effort by another teacher.”

– Ellen Davidson, CAVA San Joaquin, 2 years

“I had the opportunity to meet with some K12 Inc. board members and expressed frustration at the fact that there isn’t a physical textbook for science so that I can help my 8th grader better understand the material. I was asked by these board members if I was willing to pay for one out of my own pocket.”

– Kathy Klein, CAVA parent
When we asked teachers what percentage of their students they felt were not a good fit for online education, six high school teachers responded with numbers that fell between 60% and 75%.

CAVA students for whom online education is not a good fit are in danger of falling through the cracks

K12 Inc. engages in aggressive advertising, notably on children’s television networks, as documented by USA Today in 2012. It also employs aggressive recruitment tactics, according to a 2011 New York Times exposé. These strategies for increasing enrollment are particularly concerning given that the majority of CAVA teachers we spoke with reported a difficult process for removing students from the program as well as inadequate attendance requirements.

These teachers’ testimony leads us to believe that some students at CAVA are falling through the cracks in that they are not sufficiently participating but are still being counted as if they are fully enrolled in and attending school.

Who is a Good Fit for Online Education?

The teachers we spoke with reported that online education involves independent learning and several teachers stated that if students are not self motivated they do not do well with this model of learning. One teacher was also clear in pointing out that this model does work well for those students who are self motivated.

Several teachers stated that if students are not self motivated they do not do well with this model of learning.

When we asked teachers what percentage of their students they felt were not a good fit for online education, six high school teachers responded with numbers that fell between 60% and 75%.

A Difficult Dismissal Process

When a student is not a good fit, it is important that there is a process for dismissal from the program that leads this student to re-enroll at a brick-and-mortar school, where more face-to-face attention from a teacher is possible. One CAVA teacher reported that on paper, the involuntary withdrawal process is clear: two separate letters are sent to the student and parent requesting compliance with the program and if nothing changes, the student is dismissed from the program. However, a majority of the teachers we spoke with explained that they experience a different process for removing a student from the program, one that is confusing, allows for endless second chances and errrs on the side of keeping students enrolled.

The teachers reported problems such as: the refusal of the administration to dismiss a student after the teacher has been working to do so; a time-consuming filing process; and the passing of students to the next grade level despite their not having completed work from the previous grade.

Some teachers shared specific experiences of trying to dismiss students from CAVA:

Some students are clearly not learning and we as teachers are frustrated trying to get them into a school environment where they will learn. There is a process laid out and it looks good, letter, second letter, withdrawn. But this is not what happens, they are given a million chances.

– Ellen Davidson, CAVA San Joaquin, 2 years
The teachers we interviewed reported that they have been instructed to count one minute of log in time as sufficient to constitute attendance.

“I have a student that has 0% in all courses and was not withdrawn. This student finished the semester with 0% in every course.”
– Debbie Scoilock, CAVA San Diego, 5 years

“Dismissals are absolutely controlled by administrative decisions. The process is convoluted and frustrating. It takes an act of God to get a student administratively withdrawn.”
– Ellen Davidson, CAVA San Joaquin, 2 years

“At an in person staff meeting at the beginning of February, we were told that for a student working just a little bit, there would be no withdrawal, that it is not in the student’s best interest. But the student loses a semester of credit while CAVA collects ADA. I do not know of a student who has been withdrawn.”
– Cara Bryant, CAVA Sonoma, 9 years

Inadequate Attendance Requirements Lead to Students Counted as Attended Who Showed Little Evidence of Participation

In addition to the danger of students remaining enrolled at CAVA who are not a good fit for the self-driven educational model, teachers also reported inadequate attendance requirements at some locations. Students who were not sufficiently participating, and who were not withdrawn from the program, were still counted for the average daily attendance-based funding the school receives.

The teachers we interviewed described a process wherein a parent is allowed to verify verbally that the student attended even when he or she did not show evidence of work for that day. The teachers we interviewed also reported that they have been instructed to count one minute of log in time as sufficient to constitute attendance. Three teachers reported that CAVA administrators have altered their attendance records to show students present rather than truant, after the fact. The accounts of these teachers indicate that CAVA’s practices for logging attendance creates neither accountability nor a productive learning environment.

In a follow-up survey of those CAVA teachers interviewed on the subject of attendance problems, nine reported that, on average, 18% of their students are regularly counted as having attended despite showing no signs of participating. The range of these responses was quite large; teachers reported numbers from 0% to 40%, but a majority of them reported numbers between 20% and 30%.

Some teachers shared specific experiences regarding attendance:

“I definitely have students whose attendance is not as accurate as it should be. I’ve been told that at the end of the learning period you verify attendance by looking at all the work they’ve done, but I don’t have sufficient time. Also, I received minimal training and guidance on measuring attendance.”
– Mark Holtebeck, CAVA San Joaquin, 3 years
CAVA does not have sufficient clerical staff given its size and most of the teachers we interviewed report that they are expected to pick up the slack.

The number of clerical employees reported by the CAVA locations to the California Department of Education indicates insufficient clerical staffing for the population being served.\(^{145}\) At the same time, most of the teachers we interviewed report that excessive clerical assignments take up so much time that they impact the teachers’ ability to provide the amount of personal attention their students need.\(^ {146}\)

In 2012-13, the information CAVA locations reported to the California Department of Education shows them to have had eight total clerical employees for the CAVA system as a whole.\(^ {147}\) We compared the clerical employees reported by CAVA in 2012-13 to the number of

Even last week the attendance clerk revised my attendance to falsely reflect that a student has been in attendance for 26 days when they had not logged in or attended any sessions. I have another student who has not attended for 56 days and is continued to be allowed to have the parents log attendance despite the fact that this student is clearly truant. This student clearly does not have access to a free and adequate education.

– Danielle Hodge, CAVA San Joaquin, 5 years

Figuring out how to track attendance is very confusing because there is a lack of consistency in the training.

– Ellen Davidson, CAVA San Joaquin, 2 years

Three teachers we interviewed reported that CAVA administrators have altered their attendance records to show students present rather than truant, after the fact.
clerical employees reported by 13 California districts with an enrollment similar to CAVA’s system-wide enrollment in the same year. These districts reported an average of 94 clerical employees. We then used enrollment numbers to calculate the ratio of students to clerical employees at each district and for the CAVA system. The average number of students per clerical staff member at these similarly sized districts was 164, while at CAVA this number was 13 times that, with each clerical staff member responsible for 1,812 students.

Insufficient clerical staffing is also found in prior years and clerical staffing levels do not mirror enrollment trends. CAVA experienced a large drop in clerical employees between the 2009-10 and 2010-11 school years, despite an increase in enrollment, and in subsequent years it maintained this low number of clerical employees. CAVA reported having 34 clerical employees in 2009-10, when it enrolled 10,800 students. Then, in 2011-12, its enrollment grew to 11,400 while the number of clerical employees it reported to the California Department of Education fell to five. This low level of clerical staffing continued. The chart below illustrates this trend.
K12 California’s agreement with each CAVA location requires that the location pay 13% of the total public revenue it receives to K12 California for “administrative services.” The clerical understaffing is additional evidence that K12 California does not spend a sufficient portion of what it collects in fees on operations at CAVA. We believe that this underinvestment has a negative impact on students.

Most of the Teachers We Interviewed Described Excessive Clerical Duties That Interrupt Effective Teaching

A letter signed by 104 CAVA teachers detailing concerns over excessive non-instructional duties was sent to CAVA administrators in November of 2014. Also, in recent interviews, most of the teachers we spoke with described being asked to take on excessive non-instructional duties performed at most schools by a front office administrative staff—duties that take up the majority of their time. These same teachers report that they spend, on average, 80% of their time on clerical work and feel that this severely impacts their ability to spend time teaching students. Teachers’ personal experiences illustrate this point:

“I found myself working 50-plus hours a week just to keep up with all the clerical duties and phone calls to families that could have been relegated to a secretary. ... I found myself having to sacrifice training in order to keep up with all the clerical duties. It got to the point that I was only teaching one hour per week!”

– Bernadette Taplin, former CAVA teacher, from her letter of resignation

“The clerical understaffing is additional evidence that K12 California does not spend a sufficient portion of what it collects in fees on operations at CAVA.”

“I could spend 100% of my time on clerical given what they ask of us.”

– Mark Holtebeck
CAVA San Joaquin, 3 years

“When I was hired, I was told that this job is mostly clerical.”

– Ellen Welt,
CAVA San Mateo, 1 year

“Non-instructional duties, conferences, attendance and attendance-no-progress duties take up too much time. With all the non-instructional duties, there is little time to plan for lessons and improve upon our teaching in live sessions.”

– Jason Spadaro,
CAVA Los Angeles, 1 year

“Clerical duties are a huge, significant part of this job. In my capacity as an engagement support teacher last year, part of my job was to help teachers with their clerical duties and I spent a lot of time talking to colleagues who felt frustrated, over-worked and overwhelmed by policies and procedures that had become increasingly time-consuming and impossible to fit into an eight-hour workday while still supporting students.”

– Cara Bryant, CAVA Sonoma, 9 years
IN 2012-13, CAVA HAD HIGH STUDENT TURNOVER RATES

We found, using two different methodologies, that CAVA had significantly higher turnover rates than California public schools overall in 2012-13. The aggressive advertising and recruitment that we described above may contribute to a high student turnover rate, as students who were not properly vetted discover that this model does not work for them. We fear that this instability negatively affects the students for whom this model could work.

To determine student turnover rates at CAVA, we initially used the California Department of Education’s measurement of continuous enrollment. Continuous enrollment, according to the Department of Education, “means that the student was enrolled from Fall Census Day through the first day of STAR Program testing,” or, in the case of CAVA in 2012-13, from October 1 through April 9. CAVA had a system-wide continuous enrollment of 76% in 2012-13, as compared to California’s continuous enrollment of 93% for that year. CAVA’s student turnover that year was therefore 24%, as compared to 7% in California.

We also used an alternate methodology to determine student turnover at CAVA. We compared the number of students who were counted as continuously enrolled to the cumulative enrollment, which is defined as “the total number of unique or unduplicated primary, secondary and short-term enrollments within the academic year.” The cumulative enrollment at CAVA between July 1, 2012, and June 30, 2013, was 22,271 students. The number of students defined as continuously enrolled, as explained above, was 10,874 students. This analysis shows that only 49% of all students who were enrolled at CAVA any time throughout the year were enrolled in October and still enrolled in

ALL OF THE TEACHERS INTERVIEWED REPORT HIGH TEACHER TURNOVER RATES AND TEACHERS AT CAVA RECEIVE LOW PAY

All of the teachers we spoke with reported that they experience a high teacher turnover rate at their locations. These teachers described an atmosphere of instability and an ever-shifting workload as students without a teacher are transitioned to other staff.

The revolving door of teachers harms students and other CAVA teachers and threatens the stability of the school. It harms other CAVA teachers because they inevitably have to pick up the slack for teachers who leave.

—Maggie Pulley, CAVA Los Angeles, 5 years

CAVA teachers also receive a low pay in comparison to others in the state: just over half of what their district counterparts make. On average, CAVA teachers made an enrollment-weighted, system-wide average of $36,000 a year in 2011-12, the most recent year available. The average teacher salary in CAVA’s authorizing districts for that year was $60,000. The average teacher salary in California that year was $69,000.

As a current CAVA teacher explained:

Many of us can’t live on this salary.

—Ellen Welt, CAVA San Mateo, 1 year
April, resulting in an alternate student turnover rate of 51%. Using the same methodology, we found that the State of California had an alternate continuous enrollment of 89%, and an alternate student turnover rate of 11%. It is important to note that this alternate turnover captures mid year enrollments as well.

TEACHERS REPORT PROBLEMS WITH SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES AT THEIR LOCATIONS

Three CAVA special education teachers we spoke with reported that CAVA has failed to provide services that some of their students need. These teachers also reported that their caseloads regularly exceed 35 students, which is significantly higher than the 28 student cap California mandates for special education teachers in traditional public schools.

Special Education teachers expressed their concern for students:

“There are students who have disabilities that make it hard for them to access curriculum. We are talking about students with severe intellectual disabilities, in the 60th percentile. They need to be in life skills programs, to learn personal hygiene, for example, and they are here at CAVA not getting any of this. I have one student who aged out after six years and in six years he earned five credits. The whole time he was here, CAVA administrators failed to find him appropriate placement even though I raised the issue over and over. We are putting students who read at a kindergarten level into a high school class and they can’t access the curriculum. We’ve been having issues with mental health, speech or language services, occupational health services and others. It is in their Independent Learning Plan and they wait a long time and still don’t get these services.”

—Danielle Hodge, special education teacher, CAVA San Joaquin, 5 years

We found, using two different methodologies, that CAVA had significantly higher student turnover rates than California public schools overall in 2012-13.

Special education caseloads have been skyrocketing at CAVA. The generally accepted maximum caseload defined by professional organizations is 25. The State of California maximum is 28. CAVA claims their maximum is 33, but because of the constant entering and leaving of students, I had over 40 students throughout the year. Every time a new student enters, you have to hold an Individualized Education Plan meeting. Last year I spent so much time writing IEPs, I didn’t get to work with a single student on any of their goals.

—James Sheldon, special education teacher, CAVA San Mateo, 2 years
Virtual Public Education in California

Our analysis of the agreements between these two entities found that K12 California has a large degree of control over the operations and expenditures of each CAVA location, as detailed below. Furthermore, CAVA year-end Financial Reports show a significant, ongoing debt relationship between the two entities that allows K12 California even more control over decision making and resource allocation. The contractual relationship described below is troublesome, especially when considering that this business model involves both public funds and the education of children. Both the centralized control and the involvement of an out of state, for-profit corporation run counter to the push towards local control that has followed California’s implementation of the Local Control Funding Formula.

Overview of K12 Inc.’s Relationship to Its Managed Schools

K12 Inc. divides its operations into two categories, managed and non-managed. At managed schools like CAVA, K12 Inc. subsidiaries are responsible for the day-to-day operations of the school. At non-managed schools, K12 Inc. provides other services but does not manage day-to-day operations. In 2014, managed schools accounted for 88% of K12 Inc.’s revenue, according to the company’s annual report, and brought in 70% more revenue per student than non-managed schools, according to one stock analyst.

K12 Inc. has a term to describe the flow of resources between it and its subsidiaries: “internal financial contribution.” It defines this contribution as the amount of revenue collected from each state for its services minus the amount it takes to deliver the services.

K12 California Manages CAVA in a Way That Maximizes the Revenue Flow to Its For-Profit Parent Company K12 Inc.

Each location in the CAVA system has entered into a nearly identical 10-year agreement with K12 California LLC (a subsidiary of K12 Inc.). K12 Inc. is a publicly-traded education company based in Virginia. In fiscal year 2014, K12 Inc. enrolled 123,000 students in 33 States and Washington D.C. In the same year, K12 Inc. reported revenues of $919.6 million and operating income (or profit) of $55.1 million. K12 California is contracted to provide all the essential services needed to run each CAVA location.

Both the centralized control and the involvement of an out of state, for-profit corporation run counter to a push towards local control in California.
The evidence below indicates that one of CAVA’s functions is to act as revenue producer for K12 Inc. meaning that that a sizeable fraction of the education resources received by CAVA flow to the Virginia-based company. The troubled educational environment and poor educational performance described above would benefit from an additional investment of resources.

CAVA’s Relationship with K12 California

CAVA exists on paper as a network of independent, nonprofit organizations. Each location files with the California Department of Education as a single charter school with its own board. We found this appearance to be misleading. The fact that the language in many of CAVA’s institutional documents—the agreements between K12 California and CAVA locations, charter documents, year-end Financial Reports and CAVA board meeting minutes—is identical from location to location suggests that CAVA operates more like a single entity than 11 separate schools. A close analysis of the Education Products and Services Agreements between K12 California and the various CAVA locations reveals that K12 California retains a large degree of control over CAVA operations, including resource allocation. Neither the individual CAVA location boards nor the boards of CAVA’s authorizing school districts have much leeway in terms of budget, program and contracting decisions, independent from K12 California, as evidenced in the following points.  

- The agreements with K12 California are self-dealing. K12 California is both the manager of each CAVA board’s school funds and the primary vendor at each CAVA location. K12 California pays itself for services out of CAVA bank accounts that it is authorized to manage. K12 is authorized by the Board to pay itself... out of the School’s funds managed by K12.

- The agreements limit competitive bidding. The CAVA locations are prohibited from seeking another vendor for services K12 California is willing and able to provide unless approved by K12 California in advance.

- The service and payment arrangements do not incentivize quality. The agreements specify that K12 California is paid for its administrative and technology services as a percentage of revenue, rather than as a fee for service per pupil. K12 California is entitled to 13% of public revenue received by CAVA for administration and 7% for technology. Should California ever increase per pupil funding K12 California will collect more money through this flat payment of 20% of public revenue, regardless of any improvement to its product. This does not incentivize improvements to the products and services being delivered. In addition to these flat percentage payments, K12 California also charges each CAVA location for the “educational products” it
delivers and these prices can be raised by K12 California on a yearly basis at K12 California’s “reasonable discretion.”

- The service agreements grant K12 California a large degree of control and create a dynamic in which there is little accountability. If the local CAVA boards or the boards of the authorizing districts make any decision that requires K12 California to increase the services provided or increase the financial risk to K12 California, K12 California can terminate their agreement, yet K12 California is explicitly exempted from responsibility for the achievement of CAVA students. The result is a situation in which local agencies are not empowered to ensure a proper flow of resources to students and K12 California is not bound to prioritize it, leaving an accountability gap.

K12 may terminate this Agreement effective immediately ... in the event that the Charter is amended or the Board or the Charter Authorizer adopts or amends a policy, in each case without the prior written approval of K12, and the effect of such amendment of policy could reasonably be determined to require K12 to increase materially the level of services required to be provided hereunder or to increase materially the financial risk to K12 arising from its performance of its obligations hereunder, thus rendering K12’s performance economically unviable as determined by K12.

K12 AND ITS AFFILIATES MAKE NO GUARANTEES AS TO THE RESULTS OR ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE STUDENTS.

- K12 California controls budgeting and expenditures in other ways as well. K12 California provides each location with a budget and this budget must be approved within 30 days, despite the fact that these all-volunteer boards only meet quarterly. If expenditures vary from the K12 California-proposed budget, they must be approved by K12 California in advance.

Termination for Failure to Approve Budget. In the event that the Board does not approve a budget or reasonable modification to a budget within thirty (30) days following the submission of a proposal therefore by K12, K12 may terminate this Agreement.

[I]f any total Program Expenses are, as reasonably known, going to be incurred at a variance of two percent (2%) or more above the budgeted amount, they must be pre-approved in writing by K12.

- The agreements do not specify any penalty to K12 California if it terminates the agreement, and it has wide leeway to do so. However, if any of the local CAVA boards terminates its agreement, it owes K12 California an extra 15% of public revenue, on top of any outstanding payments.

Loss of Value. ... In view of the difficulty in estimating K12’s damages incurred, the Parties agree to the extent not precluded by Applicable Law, for the purposes hereof that K12’s damages (in addition to those entitled under law or equity) shall be fifteen percent (15%) of the Program Revenues in the Fiscal Year in which the Agreement is being terminated, due within thirty (30) days following date of such termination.

[T]ermination does not relieve the School of any obligations for payments outstanding to K12 as of the date of termination or other obligations that continue upon termination as provided in this Agreement.
A Significant, Ongoing Debt Relationship Further Strengthens K12 California’s Control Over Resources and Decision Making

Another aspect of the structure that maximizes K12 California’s control and revenue flow is a perpetual debt relationship that CAVA maintains with this K12 Inc. subsidiary. As the following table demonstrates, the cost of K12 California’s services is, on paper, quite high—more than $70 million, or 74% of CAVA revenues. Because CAVA cannot reasonably pay this amount and continue operating, K12 California issues what it calls “budget credits” to even out the balance sheet. These credits allow CAVA to pay only what it can ($47 million, or 49% of revenues), while the rest becomes debt ($24 million). Each CAVA Location ends every year with a zero surplus and zero deficiency in its balance sheet, which is possibly due to this inscribed debt relationship. Such a payment structure leaves little room for the maintenance of a reserve fund, a fiscally advisable measure at any school.

This debt relationship does not appear to operate like a traditional debt relationship. Nonetheless, it allows K12 California the right to any funds not spent by CAVA on essential functions each year. It also allows K12 California to collect a portion of any surpluses. Section 4.2 of the agreement reads: “Should the Program end a Fiscal Year in a Positive Net Asset Position ... and K12 has issued Balanced Budget Credits in prior years for which a balance remains, the School will reimburse K12.”

K12 California also retains the right to withhold these budget credits if it believes CAVA to be acting out of accord with policies described in the agreement. The fact that these schools rely on the budget credits to continue operating severely limits their capacity for dissent. If objecting to a K12 budget proposal, for instance, runs the risk of shutting down the school, a CAVA board is unlikely to object and this presents a conflict of interest. The power that K12 California maintains with these credits is evidenced in the following passages:

“In the event Customer does not cure the material breach of this Agreement as set forth in this provision K12’s [sic], in its sole discretion, may suspend the issuance of Balanced Budget Credits.”

### CAVA SYSTEM-WIDE FINANCES | 2012-2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$95,463,556</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL REVENUE AND SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL THAT K12 INC. BILLS CAVA FOR ITS SERVICES</td>
<td>$70,604,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL THAT K12 INC. BILLS AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE</td>
<td>73.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL ACTUALLY PAID AFTER “BUDGET CREDITS”</td>
<td>$47,009,573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE PAID TO K12 INC.</td>
<td>49.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDGET CREDITS</td>
<td>$23,595,247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: 2012-2013 FINANCIAL REPORTS FOR EACH CAVA LOCATION
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In the event this Agreement expires or is terminated ..., the School shall fully exhaust its Net Assets to pay off the outstanding balance of Balanced Budget Credits.\(^{196}\)

The parties agree that K\(_{12}\) will present to the Board ... a proposed Program budget. ... In the event the Parties cannot agree in writing upon a final budget (or any subsequent budget modification), K\(_{12}\) shall only be obligated to issue Balanced Budget Credits, if any, up to the amount proposed and reflected in the original budget submission or any proposed modifications to such budget by K\(_{12}\).\(^{197}\)

This Lack of Local Control Undermines California Oversight Mechanisms

The amount of control that K\(_{12}\) California exerts over the operations of the CAVA network, as described above, contradicts the push towards local control that has followed California’s implementation of the Local Control Funding Formula.\(^{198}\) In this way, the relationship between CAVA locations and K\(_{12}\) California undermines the system California has established for oversight and accountability. The California Education Code gives authorizers the primary responsibility for monitoring and enforcing the student performance and financial health of the charter school. These authorizers are expected to work with the local CAVA boards in administering this responsibility.\(^{199}\)

The agreements between CAVA locations and K\(_{12}\) California do refer to a local board’s ability to participate in decision making. Section 3.3 of the agreement, for instance, reads:

“In the event this Agreement expires or is terminated ..., the School shall fully exhaust its Net Assets to pay off the outstanding balance of Balanced Budget Credits.”\(^{196}\)

“\(\)t shall be the responsibility of K\(_{12}\) to recommend various policies for the operation of the Program ... K\(_{12}\) will implement procedures consistent with such policies, but the School retains ultimate responsibility for adopting policies and for overseeing K\(_{12}\)’s implementation. ... K\(_{12}\) and the school will work collaboratively and in a timely manner on the creation of Program policies that may include, but are not limited to, policies relating to the budget, authorization of expenditures, curriculum, admissions procedures, [and] student conduct online .... Until the foregoing collaborative policies are in effect, the Parties agree that K\(_{12}\)’s standard policies and best practices applicable to the Program shall be used to avoid a lack of any policy.”\(^{200}\)

However, this language is undermined by the fact that the all-volunteer CAVA boards spend very little time on the operations of the school. From CAVA board meeting minutes, we can determine that during the 2013-14 school year, the 11 CAVA school boards met only four times each for less than half an hour each time, on average.\(^{201}\) To put these numbers in perspective, the CAVA Los Angeles board met for a total of only one hour and 47 minutes during the 2013-14 school year, to oversee a school of more than 3,000 students.

The agendas for these meetings are nearly identical across locations and are provided to the boards of each location by CAVA’s “Head of Schools,” who is a K\(_{12}\) California employee.\(^{202}\) Throughout the 2013-14 school year, there is not a single instance of a CAVA location board voting to reject a proposed agenda item or introduce an item not already on the agenda.\(^{203}\)
A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF K12 INC. REVENUE GOES TO ADVERTISING, EXECUTIVE SALARIES AND PROFIT

Despite the self-dealing and lack of competitive bidding described above, K12 Inc. is not required to account for how it spends the public education dollars it receives from K12 California. The proportion of the company’s income—an income made up almost entirely of public education dollars—put toward updating and improving its curriculum, technology products, textbooks and other essential educational materials is unknown. The amount spent on administrators and clerical staff, as specified in its management contract, is also unknown. Similarly, it is impossible to determine exactly how many taxpayer dollars are spent on advertising and corporate salaries, or are channeled into profit.

To the degree possible, we have conducted an analysis of the amount of revenue K12 Inc. spent on advertising, executive salaries and profit in 2012-13, isolating these particular expenses because they are the most removed from the core goal of educating students. We estimate, based on figures reported in USA Today, that about 5% of K12 Inc. revenue went toward advertising expenses that year. An analysis of K12 Inc.’s 2013 Proxy Statement reveals that 2.5% of revenue was spent that year on the salaries of eight executives. A review of the company’s 2013 Annual Report reveals that 5.4% of its revenue became profit or “operating income.” Altogether, we estimate that these expenses represent about 12.9% of K12 Inc. revenue. Should money earmarked for education be spent on advertising a for-profit company?

CORPORATE-LEVEL SALARIES

K12 Inc.’s executive pay is commensurate with that of other publicly traded, for-profit education companies. Total executive compensation at K12 Inc. has trended upward since 2009 (see chart below). 2013 was an unusually high year, with eight executives reported as receiving compensation; in previous and subsequent years, there were five or six. K12 Inc. revenue in 2013 was $848.2 million, meaning that 2.5% of revenue was spent on executive salaries. In 2014, revenue was $917 million, 1.9% of which went to executive salaries.

ADVERTISING

In a 2012 investigative piece on advertising by for-profit online schools, USA Today estimated that K12 Inc. spent $21.5 million on ads in the first eight months of 2012. K12 Inc. would not comment on the accuracy of these figures. If we extrapolate for the year, the total would be $32.3 million spent on ads in 2012 as a whole. K12 Inc. revenue that year was $708.4 million. If these figures are correct, therefore, K12 Inc. spent roughly 4.6% of its revenue on advertising in 2012.
Executive salaries are not unnecessary; school districts, similarly, also have superintendents and other executive level staff. For this reason, it is instructional to compare executive salaries at K12 Inc. to the salaries of top administrators in California’s largest school districts and the state as a whole. When average teacher salaries are included in such an analysis, the discrepancy becomes even clearer. The table and the chart below illustrate the comparison for 2011–12. Because we do not have access to average teacher pay throughout all of K12 Inc.’s managed schools, we use the average CAVA salary as a substitute.

**K12 Inc’s Poor Track Record in Other States**

CAVA’s problems in California are not isolated incidents. K12 Inc. managed schools have a track record of poor outcomes, including struggling academic performance and low graduation rates, in multiple states. In addition, K12 Inc. managed schools across the country have experienced high student turnover and student-teacher ratios that leave students at a disadvantage. The company has also engaged in troublesome

---

**Comparison of K12 Inc. CEO Pay to Superintendent Pay in Large California Districts | 2011–2012**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISTRICT</th>
<th>NUMBER OF STUDENTS</th>
<th>TOP ADMINISTRATOR SALARY</th>
<th>AVERAGE TEACHER SALARY</th>
<th>RATIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K12 INC.</td>
<td>100,686</td>
<td>$3,960,499</td>
<td>$36,150</td>
<td>109.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN DIEGO UNIFIED</td>
<td>131,016</td>
<td>$265,000</td>
<td>$65,367</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES UNIFIED</td>
<td>662,140</td>
<td>$247,149</td>
<td>$66,851</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE OF CALIFORNIA</td>
<td>6,220,993</td>
<td>$150,314</td>
<td>$68,531</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: We are considering the CEO to be K12 Inc.’s “top administrator”; the pay indicated includes bonuses. The average teacher salary we indicate for K12 Inc. is the average teacher salary within the CAVA network which we use as an estimate of average teacher salary at all K12 Inc. managed schools.*

Source: California Department of Education Dataquest for Enrollment, Ed-Data for Administrator and Average Teacher Salaries, K12 Inc. 2012 Year End Proxy Statement for CEO Salary
business practices in other states as well. It all suggests that what we see occurring at CAVA is endemic to K12 Inc.’s business model and is not just a result of poor local management decisions.

Poor Academic Performance

A 2012 report by the National Education Policy Center examined K12 Inc.’s performance in virtual schools across the country. Researchers found that students at K12 Inc. managed schools are falling further behind in reading and math than students in brick-and-mortar schools. Specifically, K12 Inc. students scored between 14 and 36 percentage points lower on math tests than comparable students in their state. They also lagged behind their peer groups by between five and 12 percentage points in reading. Of the 36 full-time virtual schools operated by K12 Inc. that were assigned school performance ratings by state education authorities in 2011, only seven (19.4%) had ratings that indicated satisfactory progress status.

We see similar results in individual states. The following chart compares math and reading proficiency, as gauged by standardized tests scores, for K12 Inc. schools and public schools in the states where they are located for 2010-11. These states were chosen because they had easily accessible, publicly available data in this area. In every instance, the statewide average was higher.

Low Graduation Rates

The National Education Policy Center also found that in 2012, the on-time graduation rate for K12 Inc. managed schools was 49.1%, compared with 79.4% in the corresponding states. The chart on the following page compares graduation rates over three years. In every case save the Nevada Virtual Academy, the K12 Inc. managed school had a significantly lower graduation rate.

### PROFICIENCY ON MATH AND READING STANDARDIZED TESTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>School Name</th>
<th>2010-2011</th>
<th>2011-2012</th>
<th>2012-2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>K12 Arizona Virtual Academy</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arizona State Public Schools</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>K12 Colorado Virtual Academy</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colorado State Public Schools</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>K12 Georgia Cyber Academy (Odyssey School)</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Georgia State Public Schools</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>84.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>K12 Nevada Virtual Academy</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nevada State Public Schools</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>71.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>K12 Ohio Virtual Academy</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio State Public Schools</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>80.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>K12 Agora Cyber Charter School</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pennsylvania State Public Schools</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>K12 South Carolina Virtual Charter School</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Carolina State Public Schools</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>K12 Texas Virtual Academy</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texas State Public Schools</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>K12 Washington Virtual Academies</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Washington State Public Schools</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>60.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Multiple State Education Websites and Databases

---
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**Graduation Rates (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Arizona Virtual Academy</th>
<th>Colorado Virtual Academy</th>
<th>Nevada Virtual Academy</th>
<th>Ohio Virtual Academy</th>
<th>Pennsylvania Cyber Charter School</th>
<th>South Carolina Virtual Charter School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>77.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2010-2011 26.8 76.7</td>
<td>2011-2012 21.5 75.4</td>
<td>2012-2013 30.4 76.9</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>77.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Multiple state education websites and databases.
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**High Student Turnover**

Turnover rates, also known as churn rates, calculate how many students who enrolled in the school dropped out before the end of the school year. The National Education Policy Center, citing K12 Inc.’s own data, reports that 23% of K12 Inc.’s current students are enrolled for less than a year and 67% leave within 2 years. The Financial Investigator found similarly high student turnover rates in several individual schools surveyed for the 2010-11 school year:

- Ohio Virtual Academy, one of K12’s largest virtual academies, enrolled 18,743 students; 9,593 withdrew by the end of the year, for a turnover rate of 51.1%.
- Colorado Virtual Academy schools enrolled 6,449 students; 2,330 withdrew, for a turnover rate of almost 36.1%.
- Agora Cyber Charter School in Pennsylvania enrolled 7,578 students; 2,688 withdrew, for a turnover rate of 35.5%.

---

**High Student-Teacher Ratio**

An internal K12 Inc. company memo obtained by the Florida Center for Investigative Reporting in 2012 revealed unusually high student-teacher ratios across K12 Inc. managed schools nationwide. As seen in the box below, K12 Inc.’s target student-teacher ratio varies depending on how much the company is paid by the district per student. A high school teacher might have up to as many as 275 students at once.

**K12 INC.’S REPORTED STUDENT-TEACHER RATIOS FLORIDA, FY 2011**

**Grade Level | K-8**

- 60:1 — $4,000 per student
- 65:1 — $3,000 to $3,999 per student
- 72:1 — $2,000 to $2,000 per student

**Grade Level | High School**

- 60:1 — $4,000 per student
- 65:1 — $3,000 to $3,999 per student
- 72:1 — $2,000 to $2,000 per student

Source: Internal Company Memo
High student-teacher ratios have been uncovered in individual states as well. As the New York Times has reported, elementary school teachers at the Ohio Virtual Academy and Colorado Virtual Academy supervised up to 75 students at a time. At this ratio, a teacher can only devote about 30 minutes per week to each student in a 40-hour workweek.

An investigation of the Colorado Virtual Academy by the radio station KUNC found that middle school English teachers, as well as many high school teachers, had as many as 240 students. Teachers at Agora Cyber Charter School in Pennsylvania have also complained of high student-teacher ratios. While that school reported a student-teacher ratio of 49-1, one teacher claimed that elementary teachers actually have 70 to 100 students in their class.

State Investigations and Leaked Documents Have Revealed a Pattern of Mismanagement

Tennessee: In emails leaked to the press in February 2013, middle school teachers at the Tennessee Virtual Academy were instructed by administrators to delete negative grades from grade reports. The emails instructed teachers to “take out the October and September progress [report]; delete it so that all that is showing is November progress.” The emails also instructed teachers to inflate grades by removing assignments that students scored poorly on. One email reads: “If you have given an assignment and most of your students failed that assignment, then you need to take that grade out.”

Colorado: State auditors found that the Colorado Virtual Academy counted about 120 students for state reimbursement whose enrollment could not be verified. Some of these students had never logged in. The school was ordered to reimburse the state $800,000.

Florida: In 2013, the Florida Department of Education investigated K12 Inc. for allegedly using teachers who were not properly certified in the subject they were teaching and pressuring certified teachers to sign class rosters of students they did not teach, a potential violation of Florida law. The investigation began after emails surfaced in which a K12 Inc. employee instructed teachers to sign off on students they never instructed. K12 Inc. initially failed to disclose the investigation to its investors, and later downplayed the gravity of the allegations in communications to investors.

New Mexico: In April 2014, the Attorney General of New Mexico released a formal opinion stating that the New Mexico Virtual Academy, which opened in 2012, was operating in violation of the New Mexico Charter Schools Act, which prohibits the management of a charter school by a for-profit entity. The opinion details K12 Inc.’s integration into nearly every aspect of the school’s administration, including budget preparation, financial planning and obtaining insurance. K12 Inc. is also “intimately involved in the maintenance of the school’s student records and business administration,” according to the opinion. K12 Inc. thus has significant influence in areas such as student discipline, privacy, identifying funding opportunities, advertising, interviewing job candidates and making recommendations to the school board.

North Carolina: In 2012, K12 Inc. attempted to open a statewide virtual charter school in North Carolina over the objections of at least 90 school districts in the state. After the North Carolina Board
of Education declared that it would not be accepting applications for statewide virtual schools pending a clarification on state policy, K12 Inc. persuaded one local district to authorize its charter and asserted its right to run a statewide school. The Wake County Superior Court blocked this attempt to circumvent state law, clarifying that the state Board of Education was the sole body that could authorize charter schools in the state.

Actions Taken around the Country Reflect Concerns with K12 Inc.

Managed Schools

Pennsylvania: In August 2014, the Agora Cyber Charter Board voted to sever ties with K12 Inc. and no longer use its services for management or curriculum.

Tennessee: In July 2014, the Tennessee Education Commissioner announced that Tennessee Virtual Academy would close at the end of the 2014-15 school year unless performance improved drastically. The order to close was based on a statute calling for action if a virtual school fails to demonstrate student learning gains above “Level 1,” the lowest category on a 1 to 5 scale, for three years.

Colorado: In 2013, the Colorado Virtual Academy Board severed ties with K12 Inc. for the 2014-15 school year amid ongoing concerns over poor academic performance, management of school resources and teacher understaffing.

Illinois: In May 2013, Illinois Governor Pat Quinn signed a one-year moratorium on the expansion of virtual charter schools outside the Chicago area. The legislation blocked an attempt by K12 Inc. to launch a new school, the Illinois Virtual Charter School @ Fox River Valley, though even prior to the

In addition to these state-level actions, K12 Inc. has been under attack by investors as well. In September 2013, hedge fund investor Whitney R. Tilson presented a broad critique of K12 Inc. to explain his short position on the company. He called K12 Inc. a “horrible” company that fails investors and students and declared its stock overvalued. He stated: “There have been so many regulatory issues and accusations of malfeasance that I’m convinced the problems are endemic.”

Hedge fund investor Whitney R. Tilson called K12 Inc. a “horrible” company that fails investors and students and declared its stock overvalued.

A class action lawsuit filed in 2012 alleged that K12 Inc. deceived shareholders by making false and misleading statements to shareholders and to the Securities and Exchange Commission concerning student recruiting strategies, the pressure exerted to pass students despite poor performance and overall poor academic outcomes for students. The suit was settled in 2013 for almost $7 million, with K12 Inc. denying all wrongdoing.
CAVA boards are made up of two to four members each, with terms that generally last two to four years. Several factors limit the capacity of these boards to provide meaningful oversight, including the debt relationship between CAVA and K12 California and the fact that CAVA’s central office provides all leadership and support functions for the boards, including agendas and action items.

A review of CAVA board meeting minutes reveals that these boards spend very little time at their task. During the 2013-14 school year, the 11 CAVA boards met a total of four times each: in September 2013, December 2013, March 2014 and June 2014. On average, each meeting lasted less than 30 minutes. The CAVA Los Angeles board, for instance, spent a mere one hour and 47 minutes throughout the year to oversee a school of more than 3,000 students. The agendas for these meetings are nearly identical across locations. In the 2013-14 school year, there is not a single instance of a CAVA board voting to reject a proposed agenda item or introducing an item not already on the agenda.

During the 2013-14 school year, the CAVA Los Angeles board spent a mere one hour and 47 minutes throughout the year to oversee a school of more than 3,000 students.

We Have Concerns That Chartering Districts Are Too Small to Provide Adequate Oversight

In California, the primary responsibility for providing oversight on a charter school’s performance and financial health falls to the school district, or authorizer, that approved that school’s petition. Many of CAVA’s schools are located in small districts with limited capacity or incentive to provide this oversight.

In 2013-14, the total enrollment at CAVA accounted for 40% of the total enrollment in all its authorizing districts combined. It is also instructive to compare CAVA’s total enrollment to the core district enrollment, which we are defining as the enrollment at the district minus any charters, including CAVA. CAVA’s total enrollment is equivalent to 80% of the core district enrollment at its authorizing districts.
Two of the more extreme examples will illustrate the problem. CAVA San Diego’s enrollment of more than 3,000 represents 99% of the total enrollment in its authorizing district, Spencer Valley Elementary. It is more than 100 times the size of Spencer Valley’s core population of 30 students. Similarly, CAVA San Joaquin’s enrollment of 1,600 students is 69 times larger than the core district enrollment of 23 students in its authorizing district, New Jerusalem.

Each district receives between 2% and 4% of CAVA’s total public revenue. Since CAVA does not require a physical location for its schools, it is easier than it might otherwise be to switch district authorizers if things aren’t going smoothly. CAVA has switched authorities twice in the last two years: in 2013, when CAVA Sutter moved from Nuestro Elementary School District to Meridian Elementary School District; and in 2012, when CAVA San Joaquin moved from Stockton Unified School District to New Jerusalem School District.

We believe the small authorizing districts, the payments CAVA makes to these districts and CAVA’s ease of mobility all create a disincentive for authorizers to practice rigorous monitoring and enforcement.

California Department of Education Regulations

The State of California has enacted legislation that includes a number of requirements that non-classroom-based charters must meet in order to receive funding equal to brick-and-mortar schools. These requirements are a good first step toward ensuring that these schools operate in a responsible manner. It appears, however, that CAVA may not be complying with these requirements, and that enforcement is insufficient. A CAVA school’s compliance with these requirements is only audited when that school submits a funding determination application, which occurs once every two to five years. This is an audit for which a school can predict and plan. The central role that K12 California and K12 Inc. play in determining compliance also complicates enforcement, insofar as a public agency cannot fully audit the operations of a private, for-profit entity.
Payments to K12 Inc. are not properly reported.

The California Education Code requires that funding applications list any payment made to an outside entity that is in excess of $50,000, or accounts for more than 10% of a school’s total expenditures. It appears that several CAVA locations do not properly report the amount paid to K12 Inc. in their funding determination applications. Several locations fail to list any payments to K12 Inc. at all, and those that do so specify amounts considerably lower than anything reflected in the Financial Reports for the same year. The chart below compares the amount paid to K12 Inc. as stated in the funding determination application to a conservative estimate of the amount actually paid to K12 Inc., as determined from the Financial Reports.

**DISCREPANCIES IN MONEY PAID TO K12 INC.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>TOTAL PAID TO K12 INC. AS STATED IN FUNDING DETERMINATION</th>
<th>TOTAL PAID TO K12 INC. AS STATED IN FINANCIAL REPORTS</th>
<th>DIFFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAVA JAMESTOWN</td>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>$372,155</td>
<td>$980,996</td>
<td>$608,841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA LOS ANGELES HIGH</td>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>$44,462</td>
<td>$146,118</td>
<td>$101,656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA KERN</td>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>$1,671,777</td>
<td>$2,130,659</td>
<td>$458,882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA SAN JOAQUIN</td>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>$1,817,918</td>
<td>$1,964,112</td>
<td>$146,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA SANTA YSABEL</td>
<td>2011-2012</td>
<td>$56,668</td>
<td>$184,812</td>
<td>$128,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA FRESNO</td>
<td>2012-2013</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$2,009,987</td>
<td>$2,009,987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA MARICOPA HIGH</td>
<td>2012-2013</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$4,640,469</td>
<td>$4,640,469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA SAN JOAQUIN</td>
<td>2012-2013</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$4,794,448</td>
<td>$4,794,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVA SUTTER</td>
<td>2012-2013</td>
<td>$1,094,152</td>
<td>$2,340,922</td>
<td>$1,246,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,411,867</td>
<td>$20,776,748</td>
<td>$15,364,881</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: CAVA FUNDING DETERMINATION APPLICATIONS, CAVA FINANCIAL REPORTS
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

As our analysis shows, CAVA struggles with performance, provides a troubled educational environment and engages in questionable contracting practices with K12 California, a subsidiary of K12 Inc. We conclude from this research that the virtual education being offered at CAVA needs to improve. The CAVA system of schools greatly needs K12 California to invest more of the public education dollars it receives in improving CAVA operations to improve conditions for students and teachers. While California does have existing mechanisms to monitor virtual schools and help guide the allocation of resources, we believe that these mechanisms have failed to result in a sufficiently high quality education. We recommend the following action to ensure that California Virtual Academies’s students are served properly.

Existing Oversight Mechanisms

• State authorities should investigate the possible violations of funding determination requirements. If CAVA is found to be underpaying certificated staff as per state requirements, that should be remedied, including back pay where applicable.

• Authorizing districts, or county superintendents if districts fail to act, should ask CAVA to provide a plan for student academic improvement and follow up with enforcement action.

• Authorizing districts, or county superintendents if districts fail to act, should ask CAVA to offer alternate budgets that include reserves and do not involve a perpetual debt relationship with an out of state, for-profit entity.

• The California Department of Education should investigate reports that special education students at CAVA are not receiving the services they should.

• State authorities must ensure that CAVA complies with important California statutes such as the Brown Act, Public Records Act and Political Reform Act.

New Policy Recommendations

• California should consider policy options that would limit the role that for-profit companies can play in managing charter schools in California.

• California should consider policy options that would forbid self-dealing and ensure competitive bidding at all public schools to ensure that educational dollars make it to the classroom and are used wisely.

• The process for auditing compliance with funding requirements for nonclassroom-based charter schools is flawed and should be strengthened. It directs auditors to check the accuracy of application documents, but does not include instructions for auditors to verify compliance on an ongoing basis. This results in an audit of compliance that is rare and known about by the company in advance.

• The state should conduct a review of the current system for ensuring that charter schools maintain high quality performance and graduation numbers, operate in a fiscally responsible way and adhere to their charter agreements. This system needs strengthening. Currently, authorizing districts are primarily responsible for this oversight. As CAVA exemplifies, small districts often do not have the incentive or the
ability to conduct proper oversight.

• California lawmakers must ensure that authorizers have the capacity to provide competent oversight of charter schools.

• California lawmakers must establish stricter, clearer and more measurable guidelines for what constitutes attendance in the virtual education sphere. These guidelines should be readily available to all teachers and the public. The current guidelines are vague and allow administrators at virtual schools to establish their own rules. Most of the CAVA teachers we interviewed describe administrator-driven practices that allow a student to be marked as having attended if a parent verbally verifies that he or she did work, regardless of log-in time, classes attended or assignments completed.267
1. California Virtual Academies is a network of eleven schools that exist at the following sites: California Virtual Academy @ Fresno, California Virtual Academy @ Jamestown, California Virtual Academy @ Kings, California Virtual Academy @ Los Angeles, California Virtual Academy @ Maricopa, California Virtual Academy @ Maricopa High, California Virtual Academy @ San Diego, California Virtual Academy @ San Joaquin, California Virtual Academy @ San Mateo, California Virtual Academy @ Sonoma and California Virtual Academy @ Sutter. Each location has its own board. California Virtual Academy @ Los Angeles High and California Virtual Academy @ Santa Ysabel were changed to Insight schools, another K12 Inc.-affiliated brand, as of the 2013-14 school year. When we refer to “CAV A” throughout the report, we are referring to this operationally cohesive network of 11 schools.


3. In their Educational Products and Services Agreements, the various CAVA locations contract with an entity called K12 California LLC which is a subsidiary of K12 Management Inc., which in turn is a subsidiary K12 Inc., according to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission Form 10-K, attached to K12 Inc. 2014 Annual Report Exhibit 21. While K12 California is the name on these contracts, the year-end Financial Reports and the applications for funding submitted to the California Department of Education both refer to payments to K12 Inc., not K12 California.

4. California Department of Education DataQuest.

5. California Department of Education DataQuest. See full report for a more detailed description of how the demographically similar schools are determined. 2011 was left out of this analysis because no data was available for API growth at CAVA locations due to “significant demographic changes.”

6. California Department of Education DataQuest.

7. On its website, K12 Inc. lists among potential candidates for virtual schooling: struggling students, advanced students, students who are medically homebound, homeschoolers, children of families in the military or with other overseas commitments, elite athletes and performers, and students who work full time. K12 Inc., “Who We Help,” http://www.k12.com/who-we-help.


11. In 2013, Whitney Tilson, a well known investor, explained publicly why he was taking a short position on K12 Inc. His presentation is available here: http://www.tilsonfunds.com/K12-Tilson-9-17-13.pdf.

12. See the “K12 Inc.’s Poor Track Record in Other States” section of this report.
13. An overview of the Local Control Funding Formula is available here: http://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/aa/lc/lcffoverview.asp.

14. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 3-12, p. 4-13. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 2-15, pp. 3-18. With the exception of Sutter, all of the CAVA/K12 California agreements are identical in their language, varying only slightly in the pagination. (The Sutter agreement is substantially comparable, with similar or identical language on most points, but differs in its organization.) Unless otherwise noted, we will draw from the Fresno agreement throughout this report, noting when the page number differs in another agreement. We will also note if and how the language differs in the Sutter agreement.

15. California Education Code Section 47604 gives local authorizers the primary responsibility for monitoring and enforcing the student performance and financial health of the charter school. These districts work directly with the boards of the various charter schools.

16. California Department of Education DataQuest. Enrollment for each location was added together for the year 2013-2014.

17. Letter from Jackson Lewis, a law firm retained by CAVA, to the California Public Employment Relations Board, dated June 17, 2014, Case No. LA-RR-1227-E.

18. As determined from a review of funding determination applications and approvals for all CAVA locations.

19. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Twelve teachers reported being instructed to count one minute of login time as sufficient for attendance. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 51% of CAVA enrollment.

20. Financial Reports for each CAVA location, 2012-13, received from the California Department of Education. The totals listed as having been paid to K12 Inc. in the Financial Reports’ Notes to Financial Statements section were added together to arrive at this amount.

21. Financial Reports for each CAVA location, 2012-13, received from the California Department of Education. To arrive at this percentage, the total amount paid to K12 Inc. for all locations, as noted above, was divided by the total public revenue received by all locations, as specified in the Financial Reports.

22. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 4.8, p. 7. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 2.7, pp. 5-6. We are assuming that the remaining revenue CAVA receives is spent on the items listed in Section 4.8 of the Agreements, which are specified as being the responsibility of the individual CAVA locations.

23. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 8.6, p. 11. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 11.6, p. 13.

24. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 4.3.1, p. 6. (Appears on p. 7 of the Los Angeles agreement.) Educational Products and Services Agree-
ment Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 5, p. 8.

25. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Sections 6.3-6.4, p. 8-9. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 4.3-4.3, p. 7.

26. The amount paid to authorizing districts by CAVA was found in the CAVA Financial Reports for each location, 2011-2012, 2012-2013 and 2013-2014, received from the California Department of Education.

27. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 11.4, p. 13. (Appears on p. 12 of the Los Angeles agreement.) Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 14.1.4, p. 15.

28. CAVA Financial Reports for each location, 2011-2012, 2012-2013 and 2013-2014, received from the California Department of Education. The amount of the budget credit granted to each was large enough to render each location insolvent had it not been granted, due to the fact that each CAVA location must pay at least 35% of its public funds to certificated staff in order to be funded by the California Department of Education, as stated in California Education Code Section 11963.4. The amount that K12 Inc. bills each CAVA location is more than 65% of public revenue.

29. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 3-12, p. 4-13. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 2-15, pp. 3-18. Also, CAVA Financial Reports for each location, 2011-2012, 2012-2013 and 2013-2014, received from the California Department of Education.


31. We used data from California Department of Education DataQuest to calculate the total number of students who were in the cohort to graduate and the total number who actually did graduate, across the CAVA system as a whole from 2010 to 2013. We chose to measure the average from 2010 to 2013 for two reasons. First, it gives CAVA the benefit of the doubt because it only began to graduate students in 2008; this methodology thus discounts years it could have been adjusting its program. Second, the State of California began measuring graduation rates using a “cohort analysis” in 2010 and we ensure that all years used in the average are calculated with the same methodology.

32. California Department of Education DataQuest. The number of students throughout the CAVA system who graduated in 2013 was divided by the number in the cohort who were scheduled to graduate that year.

33. California Department of Education DataQuest.

34. Information on the API and how it is calculated can be found here: California Department of Education, “Executive Summary Explaining the Academic Performance Index (API),” http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ap/documents/apisexecsummary.pdf. Also: California Department of Education, “2012-13 Academic Performance Index Reports Information Guide,” pp. 5, 10-14. In order to determine API growth, the California Department of Education calculated a school’s Base API score in one year; then, the following year, used the same tests to calculate a Growth API score. To measure growth, the Base score is simply subtracted from the Growth score. The tests used to determine the Base and the Growth score were the same, but the two numbers could differ given yearly methodology changes. It is due to these
methodology changes that the Department of Education specified that comparing actual API scores over time was an invalid way of analyzing the data.

35. 2011 was not analyzed because no API growth score was recorded at any CAVA location that year due to “significant demographic changes.” For a complete description of our methodology in evaluating CAVA’s API scores, see full report.

36. California Department of Education DataQuest. The enrollment-weighted, system-wide API Growth score for CAVA was compared to the median API Growth score of similar schools.

37. California Department of Education DataQuest. The rank for each school was weighted according to enrollment when determining a CAVA system-wide average.

38. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Fourteen of the teachers reported problems with technology and materials. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 72% of CAVA enrollment.

39. Greg Toppo, “Virtual, for-profit K-12 schools have spent millions in taxpayer dollars on advertising, an analysis shows,” USA Today, November 28, 2012.


41. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Eleven teachers described the dismissal process as we present it. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 72% of CAVA enrollment.

42. Personal interview with 15 CAVA teachers, January 27, 2015. Seven teachers estimated that between 50% and 75% of their students were not self motivated enough to be a good fit for the CAVA program. These teachers work at five CAVA locations that together make up 71% of CAVA enrollment.

43. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teacher, January 31, 2015. Twelve teachers reported the attendance guidelines described in this report. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 51% of CAVA enrollment.

44. California Education Code Section 46010. Funding in California is determined based on an Average Daily Attendance (ADA) rate. If a student is absent, a school does not receive funding for that student on that day.

45. California Department of Education DataQuest Staffing Reports. CAVA locations report eight total office or clerical classified employees for the CAVA system. Using the same staffing reports, we looked at 13 districts with the most similar enrollment to CAVA—within 2,000 students—and added their total number of office or clerical classified employees, then divided by 13. Office or clerical classified staff are defined as “employees who perform clerical or administrative support duties, such as a school secretary.” California Department of Education, “Glossary of Terms,” http://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/cb/glossary.asp#0.

46. California Department of Education DataQuest. Using enrollment and total clerical staff as reported on DataQuest, we calculated the ratio of students to clerical staff for each district and for the CAVA system as a whole.

47. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Thirteen teachers reported that clerical work takes up about 80% of their time on average. They work at seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment.

49. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. All of the teachers reported that they experience a teacher turnover rate of about 50% per year. They work at seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment.


51. Average teacher salaries for the state, for school districts and for individual school locations are drawn from: Ed-D ata (a partnership of the California Department of Education, EdSource, and the Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team), http://www.ed-data.k12.ca.us/Pages/Home.aspx. We compared the enrollment weighted, system-wide average teacher salary at CAVA to the enrollment-weighted average teacher salary at CAVA’s authorizing districts combined. We also compared the average teacher salary at CAVA to the average for the state. The average teacher salary for Spencer Valley Elementary School District, the authorizer of CAVA San Diego, was not available and we used the average small district salary instead.

52. Continuous enrollment “means that the student was enrolled from Fall Census Day through the first day of STAR Program testing,” (California Department of Education, “2011-12 APR Glossary-Demographic Characteristics,” http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ap/glossary12c.asp), or from October 1 through April 9 in CAVA’s case. The student demographic section of the API growth report for each CAVA school on California Department of Education DataQuest includes the number of students who were continuously enrolled as well as the enrollment on October 1. We calculated the percentage continuously enrolled as defined by the California Department of Education (the number of students continuously enrolled divided by the number of students enrolled on October 1) for the CAVA system as a whole.

53. The “cumulative enrollment” count provides for “the total number of unique or unduplicated primary, secondary, and short-term enrollments within the academic year (July 1 to June 30), regardless of whether the student is enrolled multiple times within a school or district.” California Department of Education, “File Structure: Truancy Data,” http://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/sd/fstd.asp.

54. We divided the number of students determined to be continuously enrolled (the total fall enrollment times the percentage continuously enrolled as recorded by California Department of Education DataQuest) by the cumulative enrollment.

55. Personal interview with three CAVA special education teachers, January 31, 2015. These three teachers work at 2 CAVA locations San Joaquin and San Mateo.


57. California Education Code Section 56362(c).

58. Greg Toppo “Virtual, for-profit K-12 schools have spent millions in taxpayer dollars on advertising, an analysis shows,” USA Today, November 28, 2012.
59. K12 Inc. 2013 Annual Report was used to determine total revenue. K12 Inc. 2013 Proxy Statement was used to determine total executive compensation, including stock options and bonuses.

60. CAVA Financial Reports for each location, 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14, received from the California Department of Education. Each report lists the total public revenue received by each location. The Notes to Financial Statements section in the reports list the amount paid by that location to K12 Inc. for management, technology, curriculum and equipment leasing. In each case, the figures from each location’s Financial Report were added to arrive at a system-wide total.

61. California Education Code Section 47604 gives authorizers the primary responsibility for monitoring and enforcing the student performance and financial health of the charter school. The 11 districts that have authorized CAVA’s charters are: Orange Center Elementary in Fresno County; Jamestown Elementary in Tuolumne County; Armona Union Elementary in Kings County; West Covina Unified in Los Angeles County; Maricopa Unified in Kern County; Spencer Valley Elementary in Santa Ysabel (San Diego County); New Jerusalem Elementary in Tracy (San Joaquin County); Jefferson Elementary in Daly City (San Mateo County); Liberty Elementary in Petaluma (Sonoma County); and Meridian Elementary in Sutter County.

62. California Department of Education DataQuest.

63. “Core district enrollment” is the enrollment at the district minus all charter enrollment. Some districts’ enrollments appear quite large due to having authorized a large number of charters. We wanted a number that would clearly communicate the size of the district headquarters. Total CAVA enrollment was divided by total core district enrollment at all CAVA authorizing districts.

64. We compared the amount required to be paid to certificated staff by CAVA location’s funding determinations to the amount paid to Personnel in the CAVA Financial Reports. From an analysis of staff lists provided by CAVA teachers, it is clear that very few employees who might be included in “personnel” expenses are not certificated staff. To the degree that such non-certificated employees exist, they only make the discrepancy larger. However, we note the difference between the two and the fact that it may or may not explain these discrepancies.

65. We compared the amount paid to K12 Inc. as noted in CAVA Financial Reports for each location in 2011-12 and 2012-13 to the amount paid to K12 Inc. as listed on funding determination applications that were submitted by CAVA locations in those two years. Not all CAVA locations submitted an application in those two years; those locations that didn’t were not analyzed.

66. Personal interview with a California Department of Education administrator, November 14, 2014. Auditors are expected to make sure that applications submitted by a school for funding match the audited Financial Reports in all key figures. However, these funding determinations can cover as many as five years and there is no process by which to monitor compliance in these intervening years. As a result, infrequent audits, anticipated by school far in advance, are the only means of ensuring that the school is adhering to the strict funding requirements.

67. The two largest providers of virtual education are K12 Inc. and Connections Academy (a subsidiary of Pearson PLC); both are for-profit companies. John Watson et al., “Keeping Pace with K-12 Digital Learning: An Annual Review of Policy and Practice,” Evergreen Education Group, 2014.

68. Gary Miron and Jessica L. Urschel, “Understanding and Improving Full-Time Virtual Schools: A Study of Student Characteristics, School Finance, and School Performance in Schools Operated by K12 Inc.,” National Education Poli-


70. California Department of Education DataQuest, available here: data1.cde.ca.gov/dataquest/. See “CAVA Student Performance Falls below State Levels in Several Key Indicators” section of this report.

71. California Department of Education DataQuest. See “CAVA Student Performance Falls below State Levels in Several Key Indicators” section of this report.

72. For all years of operation, CAVA’s enrollment-weighted, system-wide average similar school rank was 4.9 out of 10; its statewide rank was 3.2 out of 10. California Department of Education DataQuest

73. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Fifteen teachers described regular problems accessing the OLS. These teachers work at seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment.

74. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Eleven teachers described a difficult dismissal process. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 72% of CAVA enrollment. Twelve teachers described inadequate attendance policies. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 51% of CAVA enrollment.

75. We found clerical staffing (“office or clerical classified staff”) levels on California Department of Education DataQuest Staffing Reports, for more information see full report. Also, personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Thirteen teachers describe excessive clerical work that gets in the way of teaching. They work in seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment. Also, 104 CAVA teachers sent a letter to the Administrative Heads of Schools, Directors and Regional Program Coordinators of California Virtual Academies, November 12, 2014. Available here: http://cavirtualeducators.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/IssueLetter_10-2014_Final.pdf.

76. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. All of the teachers cited a personal experience with high teacher turnover. They work at seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment.

77. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 8.6, p. 11. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 11.6, p. 13. We will cite the Fresno agreement throughout this report, but the language is consistent across all CAVA/K12 California agreements, save CAVA Sutter. Thus, citations for Sutter are noted separately. See endnote 111 for further explanation.

78. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 4.3.1, p. 6. (Appears on p. 7 of the Los Angeles agreement.) Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 5, p. 8.

79. California Department of Education DataQuest.

80. California Department of Education DataQuest indicates that these schools were transitioned to Insight. Information on the Insight brand can be found in K12 Inc.’s 2014 Annual Report (p. 9) and at: ca.insightschools.net.

ca.gov/ta/ac/ap/glossary11b.asp.

82. The Local Control Funding Formula grants more funds to schools with EL students and students who qualify for free or reduced price lunches and are defined as socioeconomically disadvantaged. An overview of the Local Control Funding Formula is available here: California Department of Education, “Local Control Funding Formula Overview,” http://www.cde.ca.gov/fg/aa/lc/lcffoverview.asp.

83. We included only those ethnicities that make up more than 3% of CAVA’s population in this analysis. The one exception was the American Indian/Alaska Native population, which was 3.4% in 2009-10 but fell to a much lower percentage in subsequent years.

84. Unless otherwise noted, all performance data in this section is from California Department of Education Dataquest. Enrollment weighted averages were used when finding system-wide averages or wherever applicable.

85. California Department of Education Dataquest. See table in CAVA Enrollment Snapshot section of this report.


88. According to the University of California’s A-G Course List, there are no approved Laboratory Science classes offered at any of the CAVA school locations. Laboratory Science classes are defined as Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. UC requires at least two years of Laboratory Science, but strongly recommends three years. The A-G course requirements are one of three requirements for a freshman entering the UC system. The approved A-G Course list for CAVA school locations is available here: https://hs-articulation.ucop.edu/agcourselist/#/list/search/all?q=&f=


90. See “CAVA Student Performance Falls below State Levels in Several Key Indicators” section of this report.


92. Unless otherwise noted, all performance data in this section is from California Department of Education Dataquest. We calculated a weighted average graduation rate for the entire CAVA network by finding the total number of potential graduates across the entire CAVA system and dividing into the total number of graduates and total number of dropouts. Beginning in 2010, we used the cohort graduate numbers.

93. We measured the average from 2010-2013 for two reasons. One, it gives CAVA the benefit of the doubt because it only began to graduate students in 2008; thus, this methodology discounts years it could have been adjusting its program. And two, in 2010, the State of California began measuring graduation rate using a “cohort analysis” and we ensure that all years used in the average are calculated with the same methodology.

95. For more information on API measurements, see: California Department of Education, “Executive Summary Explaining the Academic Performance Index (API),” www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ap/documents/apiexecsummary.pdf. API calculations are based on the following: California Standards Test, California Modified Assessment, California Alternate Performance Assessment and California High School Exit Examination. We calculated a weighted API by weighting schools according to enrollment.


97. California Department of Education DataQuest. The 2013 Growth API scores of each CAVA location were recorded, weighted by the enrollment at each location, and then averaged to find a system-wide total.


100. California Department of Education DataQuest. API growth for each CAVA location was recorded and weighted by the enrollment at each location and then averaged to arrive at a system-wide total for each year between 2004 and 2013. 2011 is not included in this calculation due the fact that no growth data is available for any CAVA location that year due to “significant demographic changes,” according to the California Department of Education.


102. A comparison group of 100 similar schools of the same school type was formed for every school being ranked, based on similar demographic characteristics. The API scores for this group of 100 schools was ranked in 10 categories of equal size, called deciles. A school’s similar schools rank—a number between one and 10, with 10 being best—was the decile in which that school’s API falls in relation to the Growth APIs of the other 100 similar schools in the comparison group. For example, a similar school ranking of one meant that 90 percent of the schools with a similar student population achieved higher API scores. California Department of Education, “Executive Summary Explaining the Academic Performance Index (API),” http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ap/documents/apiexecsummary.pdf.

103. The full list of demographic characteristics specified by the Public Schools Accountability Act is as follows: Pupil mobility; Pupil ethnicity (eight variables); Pupil socioeconomic status (two variables); Percentage of teachers who are fully credentialed; Percentage of teachers who hold emergency credentials; Percentage of pupils who are English Learners (ELs); Average class size per grade level; Whether the school operates a multitrack year-round educational program; Percentage of grade span enrollments (grades two, three to five, six, seven to eight, and nine to eleven); Percentage of students in gifted and talented education program; Percentage of students with disabilities (SWDs); Percentage of reclassified fluent-English-proficient (RFEP) students; and Percentage of migrant education students. California
104. California Department of Education DataQuest. We used the enrollment numbers for students included in API calculations to calculate an enrollment-weighted average for the CAVA system as a whole for each year. Whenever we refer to the “average similar school ranking” it refers to an enrollment-weighted, system-wide average.

105. We used each CAVA location’s API enrollment to calculate CAVA’s enrollment-weighted, system-wide average statewide rank for each year. This column ranks CAVA against all schools in the state regardless of demographics.

106. We used each CAVA location’s API enrollment to calculate CAVA’s enrollment-weighted, system-wide average similar school rank for each year. This ranks CAVA against 100 schools with a similar demographic makeup.

107. California Department of Education, “Executive Summary Explaining the Academic Performance Index (API) p. 3. http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ap/documents/apiexecsummary.pdf. In order to determine API growth, a school is given a base API score in one year and then the following year, the California Department of Education uses the same methodology from the prior year to analyze the current year’s tests and this becomes the growth API score. To measure growth you simply subtract the base score from the growth score. The tests used to determine a growth score are also used to determine the base score for that year, but these two numbers can be different given yearly methodology changes. Due to these methodology changes, the Department of Education explains that comparing actual API scores over time is an invalid way of analyzing the data.

108. California Department of Education DataQuest. For every CAVA location, in place of a growth number, there is a “C,” which is defined as indicating “significant demographic changes” that would make a growth measurement invalid.

109. The regulations governing API determination, including exemptions of the sort requested by CAVA, are available here: California Department of Education, “2012–13 Academic Performance Index Reports Information Guide,” http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/ac/ap/documents/infoguide13.pdf, p. 40. According to an email exchange with the California Department of Education, the exemption process is initiated when a district or charter school requests consideration. The department considers any demographic change above 20% to be automatically large enough to warrant an exemption from growth target analysis because year over year comparisons would be invalid. Any demographic change below 20% is approved after a close examination by the Department to determine if the demographic changes are likely to invalidate a year-over-year comparison. This explanation was in response to an email question sent to a general information mailbox and no staff name was included in the response. Personal correspondence with California Department of Education administrator, December 1, 2014.

110. California Department of Education DataQuest. When a school did not have a valid prior year API score, the code “B” is put in its place to indicate this.


112. For some schools in some years, no growth was recorded. This was either because of significant demographic changes in which case the school is labeled with a “C” or because their was no valid data in the prior year, usually because the school is considered new, and this is labeled in DataQuest with a “B”. In the case that data was missing
the remaining CAVA schools were weighted proportionally to calculate the average CAVA API Growth except in 2011 when no school had data and no analysis was possible. These are the following schools and years where data was missing: In 2012 CAVA @ Kern was labeled with “C”, in 2011 all schools were labeled with “C”, in 2008 CAVA @ San Joaquin was labeled with “B”, in 2007 CAVA @ Kings, Los Angeles and Sutter were labeled “B”, in 2005 CAVA @ Sonoma and San Mateo were labeled “B”. Some similar school median growth API scores were not listed and no reason was given, they were just blank. In the case that data was missing we left that location out of the analysis and the remaining CAVA schools’ similar school median API growth scores were weighted proportionally. These are the following schools and years where similar school data was missing: 2004-2009 CAVA @ Jamestown, 2009 CAVA @ San Joaquin, 2008 CAVA @ Sutter and 2006 CAVA @ San Mateo.

113. See prior endnote.

114. Ibid.

115. Ibid.

116. Ibid.

117. Ibid.

118. Ibid.

119. Ibid.

120. Ibid.

121. Ibid.

122. Personal interview with 12 CAVA teachers, January 27, 2015; personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. All but one of the 12 teachers from the January 27 meeting were present at the meeting on January 31. The teachers we interviewed are employed by the following seven CAVA locations: Los Angeles, San Mateo, San Joaquin, Sutter, Sonoma, Jamestown and San Diego. These locations account for 78% of CAVA’s enrollment. The locations not represented in these interviews are: Fresno, Maricopa, Maricopa High and Kings.

123. Personal interview with one CAVA Sonoma teacher, February 5, 2015.

124. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Fifteen teachers described regular problems accessing the OLS. These teachers work at seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment.

125. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Fourteen teachers described significant problems with the technology and teaching materials provided. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 72% of CAVA enrollment.

126. Personal interview with 12 CAVA teachers, January 27, 2015. These teachers work at six CAVA locations.

127. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 18.1.4, pg. 18. The same statement appears in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 20.1.3, p. 21.

129. Personal interview with 15 CAVA teachers, January 27, 2015. Three teachers offered comments on the technological aptitude of their families. These teachers work at two CAVA locations.

130. Personal interview with 12 CAVA teachers, January 27, 2015. Two teachers mentioned materials provided to families. They worked at two CAVA locations.

131. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Six teachers described that textbooks were removed entirely from several of their classes; two additional teachers reported that textbooks were removed but that when parents complained, they were returned. These eight teachers worked at five CAVA locations that together make up 71% of CAVA enrollment.


133. Greg Toppo, “Virtual, for-profit K-12 schools have spent millions in taxpayer dollars on advertising, an analysis shows,” USA Today, November 28, 2012.


135. Personal interview with 12 CAVA teachers, January 27, 2015. Seven teachers spoke about how important self-motivation is to the success of their students. These teachers work at five CAVA locations that together make up 71% of CAVA enrollment.

136. Ibid.


138. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Eleven teachers described the dismissal process as we present it. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 72% of CAVA enrollment.

139. Ibid.

140. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Twelve teachers described these attendance policies. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 51% of CAVA enrollment.

141. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Twelve reported that they had been instructed to count one minute of log in time as sufficient for attendance. These twelve worked at six CAVA locations that together make up 51% of CAVA enrollment.


143. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Twelve talked about accountability and a productive learning environment. These twelve worked at six CAVA locations that together make up 51% of CAVA enrollment.
After hearing about attendance problems in our interview of January 31, 2015, we sent an online survey—anonymously, due to the sensitivity of the subject matter—to the 18 CAVA teachers who attended that interview. These 18 teachers work at seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment. Nine teachers responded to the survey.

California Department of Education, “Glossary of Terms,” http://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/cb/glossary.asp#o. Office or clerical classified staff are defined as “employees who perform clerical or administrative support duties, such as a school secretary.”

Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Thirteen teachers describe excessive clerical work that gets in the way of teaching. They work at seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment.

California Department of Education DataQuest Staffing Reports.

California Department of Education Dataquest. The number of Office or clerical classified employees in 2012-13 was collected for 13 different districts whose enrollment was within 2,000 students of CAVA’s to determine how many clerical employees they each employed.

California Department of Education DataQuest. We added the total number of clerical employees for each of these 13 districts and divided the total by 13.

California Department of Education DataQuest. We collected this data going back to 2009-10, the earliest year available on DataQuest.

California Department of Education DataQuest. We added enrollment at each CAVA location for a system-wide total.

Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Exhibit A: Curriculum and Services. All the agreements between K12 California and individual CAVA locations, including Sutter, contain this section. The Administrative Services K12 California agrees to provide are: Educational Program Consulting, Personnel Assistance, Insurance, Facility Management, Business Administration (day-to-day management), Budgeting and Financial Reporting, Financial Management, Maintenance of Financial and Student Records, Student Discipline, Annual Reports to Charter Authorizer, Teacher Effectiveness and Training, Charter Authorizer Policies and Charter Renewal, Instructional Property Management and Grants and Donations. (The Sutter list does not include insurance.)


Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Thirteen teachers describe excessive clerical work that gets in the way of teaching. They work in seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment.

Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Five teachers reported that clerical work takes up about 80% of their time. They work at four CAVA locations that together make up 65% of CAVA enrollment.
157. Bernadette Taplin sent her letter of resignation to other teachers. She subsequently shared it with us and gave us permission to quote it in this report.

158. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. All of the teachers cited a personal experience with high teacher turnover. They work at seven CAVA locations that together make up 78% of CAVA enrollment.

159. Average teacher salaries for the state, for school districts and for individual school locations are available here: Ed-Data (a partnership of the California Department of Education, EdSource, and the Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team), http://www.ed-data.k12.ca.us/Pages/Home.aspx. We compared the enrollment weighted, system-wide average teacher salary at CAVA it to the enrollment-weighted average teacher salary at CAVA’s authorizing districts combined. We also compared the average teacher salary at CAVA to the average for the state. The average teacher salary for Spencer Valley Elementary School District, the authorizer or CAVA San Diego, was not available and we used the average small district salary instead.


161. California Department of Education Dataquest. The student demographic section of the API growth report for each CAVA school includes the number of students who were continuously enrolled (that is, enrolled by October 1 and still enrolled as of April 9) and the enrollment on October 1. We calculated the percentage continuously enrolled as defined by the California Department of Education (the number of students continuously enrolled divided by the number of students enrolled on October 1) for the CAVA system as a whole.

162. California Department of Education DataQuest.

163. California Department of Education Dataquest. The full definition of cumulative enrollment is: “the total number of unique or unduplicated primary, secondary, and short-term enrollments within the academic year (July 1 to June 30), regardless of whether the student is enrolled multiple times within a school or district.” California Department of Education, “File Structure: Truancy Data,” http://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/sd/sd/fstd.asp.

164. California Department of Education DataQuest.

165. California Department of Education DataQuest.

166. Personal interview with 3 CAVA special education teachers, January 31, 2015. These three work at two CAVA locations, San Joaquin and San Mateo.

167. California Education Code Section 56362(c).

168. K12 California LLC is a subsidiary of K12 Management Inc., which in turn is a subsidiary K12 Inc., according to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission Form 10-K, attached to K12 Inc. 2014 Annual Report Exhibit 21.


All but one of the CAVA charter agreements is essentially identical but for those details pertaining to the school name and student population. The same is true for CAVA’s year-end Financial Reports: all have the same auditor, the same format and the same information detailed in the Notes to Financial Statements section. The same is true for the Educational Products and Services Agreements between K12 California and the various CAVA locations: all but one of these contracts are identical. The only contract to differ significantly is that of CAVA Sutter, which was signed in 2009 and may be out of date.

With the exception of Sutter, all of the CAVA/K12 California agreements are identical in their language, varying only slightly in the pagination. (The Sutter agreement is substantially comparable, with similar or identical language on most points, but differs in its organization.) Unless otherwise noted, we will draw from the Fresno agreement throughout this report, noting when the page number differs in another agreement. We will also note if and how the language differs in the Sutter agreement.

Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 3-12, p. 4-13. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 2-15, pp. 3-18.

Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 8.6, p. 11. A comparable statement appears in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 11.6, p. 13.

Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 4.3.1, p. 6. (Appears on p. 5 of the Los Angeles agreement.) Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 5, p. 8.

Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 6.3-6.4, p. 8-9. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 4.3-4.3, p. 7.
184. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 4.2, p. 6. (Appears on p. 5 of the Los Angeles agreement.) A nearly identical statement appears in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 14.1.5, p. 16.

185. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 14.1.4, p. 17. An identical statement appears in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 20.1.3, p. 21.

186. Board agendas and minutes for each CAVA location for the 2013-14 school year, received from CAVA central administrative offices.

187. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 11.4, p. 13. (Appears on p. 12 of the Los Angeles agreement.) A nearly identical statement appears in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 14.1.4, p. 15.

188. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 4.8.17, p. 8. (Appears on p. 7 of the Los Angeles agreement.) A similar statement appears in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 2.7.20. In the Sutter agreement, however, the percentage is 5%, not 2%.

189. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 12.5, p. 14. A similar statement appears in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 14.2.5. In the Sutter agreement, however, the percentage is 50%, not 15%.

190. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 12.1, p. 13. A nearly identical statement appears in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 14.2.1, p. 16.

191. CAVA Financial Reports for each location, 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14, received from the California Department of Education.

192. CAVA Financial Reports for each location, 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14, received from the California Department of Education. Nowhere in the Financial Reports is this debt described as long-standing, with interest charged and a clear payment plan. While some passages appear to refer to the debt as ongoing, other passages appear to stipulate that the debt is to be forgiven at the end of the year.

193. CAVA Financial Reports for each location contain, in the Notes to Financial Statements section, detailed descriptions of payments issued to K12 Inc. Public revenue was also determined from the Financial Reports. For system-wide numbers, we added the totals for each CAVA location together.

194. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 4.2, p. 5. The Sutter agreement includes no mention of Balanced Budget Credits. Rather, it uses the terms Incentive Fees and Deficit Credits to describe a comparable arrangement: Educational Products and Services...
Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 4.5, 4.9, p. 7, 8.

195. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 11.1, p. 12. This statement does not appear in the Sutter agreement. (The provision which precedes it is comparable in the Sutter agreement, however: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 14.1.1, p. 15.)

196. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 12.3, p. 13. (Appears on p. 14 of the Maricopa High School agreement.) This statement does not appear in the Sutter agreement. A discussion of Incentive Fees and Deficit Credits following termination can be found in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 14.2.2-14.2.3, p. 16.

197. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 4.3.2, p. 6. This statement does not appear in the Sutter agreement.


199. California Education Code, Section 47604.

200. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 3.3, pp. 4-5. A comparable statement appears in: Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 2.3, p. 4.

201. We analyzed the agendas and minutes for four consecutive CAVA board meetings—in September 2013, December 2013, March 2014, and June 2014—at all CAVA locations. All minutes and agendas were obtained from CAVA directly.

202. Educational Products and Services Agreement between California Virtual Academy @ Fresno and K12 California LLC, Section 7.1, p. 9. Educational Products and Services Agreement Between California Virtual Academy @ Sutter and K12 California LLC, Section 8.1, p. 9.

203. Minutes for four consecutive CAVA board meetings—September 2013, December 2013, March 2014 and June 2014—at all CAVA locations. All minutes were obtained from CAVA’s central administrative office.

204. Greg Toppo “Virtual, for-profit K-12 schools have spent millions in taxpayer dollars on advertising, an analysis shows,” USA Today, November 28, 2012. The article cites two sources: Kantar Media, which estimated expenditures for the first eight months of 2012; and Kevin Welner, director of the National Education Policy Center, who estimated total expenditures for all of 2012. We considered both of these and rounded to an estimated 5% per year.

205. K12 Inc. 2013 Annual Report (from “Highlights” sheet at the front of the report, no page number). We divided “income from operations” by total revenue.

206. Greg Toppo “Virtual, for-profit K-12 schools have spent millions in taxpayer dollars on advertising, an analysis shows,” USA Today, November 28, 2012. This analysis was based on ad buys and rates compiled by Kantar Media, a marketing research firm.
207. Ibid.


210. We added the compensation for the following executives: Ronald J. Packard, Nathaniel A. Davis, Timothy L. Murray, James J. Rhyu, Howard D. Polsky, Allison B. Cleveland, Harry T. Hawkes, Celia M. Stokes, Bruce Davis, George B. Hughes and John F. Baule. No more than eight of these executives were employed at any one time.

211. We conducted this analysis for 2011-12 because it offered us the most recent teacher salary data possible.


214. Ibid., p. 32.

215. Ibid., p. 37.


217. South Carolina State Department of Education (DOE) provided the total percentage of students who obtained proficient or advanced scores, and also provided the percentage of students who received proficient scores and the percentage of students who received advanced scores. However, for the 2010-11 and 2011-12 schools years, when summing the percentage of students who received proficient scores and the percentage of students who received advanced scores, the total was slightly different than the number providing for total percentage of students who obtained proficient or advanced scores. The South Carolina DOE acknowledges this discrepancy and states that their total percentage proficient or advanced number is “adjusted to account for natural variation in performance.” For this analysis, we used the sum of the percentage of students who obtained proficient scores and the percentage of students who obtained advanced scores. Additionally, South Carolina did not report reading scores specifically, so we used English/Language Arts scores for this analysis.

218. For all years examined, we used testing data for grades three through eight, since Washington Virtual Academy and Washington State public schools did not report test data for the same academic subjects for the 10th grade test.

219. For all categories except 2012-13 reading, high school test scores are suppressed to protect student privacy.

220. For some states, the state education department provided a calculation for the percentage of students attaining a proficient score on the state’s standardized test across all grade levels tested that year. That number is reflected in the chart. For other states, the state education department provided the percentage of students attaining a proficient score on the state’s standardized test for each grade level that tested that year. We averaged those percentages for each grade level to derive a statewide and K12 Inc. school-wide average of the percentage of students across all grade levels.


228. Phil Williams, “Email Directs Teachers To Delete Bad Grades,” newschannel5.com, February 11, 2013.

229. Ibid.


236. Ibid.


239. Ibid.


246. Ibid.


249. CAVA Financial Reports for each location, 2013-14, Section A: Charter School Organization Structure, p. 12 or 13 in individual reports, received from the California Department of Education.

250. We analyzed the agendas and minutes for four consecutive CAVA board meetings—in September 2013, December 2013, March 2014, and June 2014—at all CAVA locations. All minutes and agendas were obtained from CAVA directly.

251. CAVA Los Angeles board meeting minutes, 2013-14.

252. CAVA board meeting minutes for all locations, 2013-14.

253. CAVA board meeting minutes for all locations, 2013-14.

254. California Education Code, Sections 47600-47604.5.

255. The 11 districts that have authorized CAVA’s charters are: Orange Center Elementary in Fresno County; Jamestown Elementary in Tuolumne County; Armona Union Elementary in Kings County; West Covina Unified in Los
Angeles County; Maricopa Unified in Kern County; Spencer Valley Elementary in San Diego County; New Jerusalem Elementary in Tracy (San Joaquin County); Jefferson Elementary in Daly City (San Mateo County); Liberty Elementary in Petaluma (Sonoma County); and Meridian Elementary in Sutter County.

256. California Department of Education Dataquest.

257. “Core district enrollment” is the enrollment of all non-charters students. Some districts’ enrollments appear quite large due to having authorized a large number of charters. We wanted a number that would clearly communicate the size of the district headquarters.

258. California Department of Education Dataquest. Total Spencer Valley Elementary district enrollment, including CAVA, is 3,030.

259. The district enrollment used for this comparison is total enrollment minus all charter enrollment, arriving at core district enrollment.

260. California Department of Education DataQuest was used to determine how much each authorizing district collected in revenue for its core population. CAVA Financial Reports were used to determine payments by CAVA to its respective authorizing districts.


262. California Education Code, Section 11963 et seq.


264. California Code of Regulations, Title 5, Section 11963.3 (b) (3).

265. Information drawn from the Notes to Financial Statements section in CAVA Financial Reports for each location. The categories of expenses paid to K12 Inc. include “instructional materials and technology,” “management fees” and “leased equipment.” We calculated the total paid to K12 Inc. in the Financial Reports by adding all specified payments to K12 Inc. from the notes to financial statements.

266. California Education Code 47604.4 states, “A county superintendent of schools may, based upon written complaints by parents or other information that justifies the investigation, monitor the operations of a charter school located within that county and conduct an investigation into the operation of that charter school.”

267. Personal interview with 18 CAVA teachers, January 31, 2015. Twelve teachers described these attendance policies. These teachers work at six CAVA locations that together make up 51% of CAVA enrollment.
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